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Portsmouth on the subject the time of
the arrival of the envoy is not knots n.

VOL .22, NO. 95

doubt as to the first case. The infecsiTuATioN itn
ionTeinxaR
s asa,inide hthaes caused
alarm
quarantinem lei a of
LEAVES PORTSMOUTH.
that state are being tightened.
Dr. Stark has reported that much
Baron De Rosen Accompanied by
of the fever at Leeville, La., is denPrince Kudacheff.
gue, but that there are some cases of
yellow fever, though of a mild type.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. tea—Baron
The victims are Austrians and ItalRosen left here early today with
ians. Leevi:le is an oyster-fishing
Prince Kudacheff, one of the attaches
point and has been constantly in comWOULD SAVE CONFERENCE
HIGH HOPE IS
oi the Russian mission. He was IS ADMITTED BY
BUT MAYOR WEAVER
munication with New Orleans.
FROM SHIPWRECK bound ostensibly for his home at Mag
J. B. STANDAFER, A PARTY.
THE SPIRIT MANIFESTED.
Causes Annoyance.
WAS NO SUCKER.
nolia, where Mr. Witte was to have
The fact that Alahama has issued
been his guest today for luncheon. Mran order prohibiting the passage of
Had Talks With Representatives of Witte af toato o'clock this morning Loy Shot and Killed Girl Who Would Federal Authorities Regard Work through passengers from infected
Conditions in State Under Gang Rule
left in a niotor car for Magnolia, acNot
Let
Him
the Envoys and Sent Messages to
points through that state has caused
Ride,
Nearer Perfection and Control
Described by Former Atcompanied by Col. Samoaloff•
some annoyance here, as it threatArrested.
Government Heads.
of Scourge Improving.
torney General.
ens to add to the difficulties of the
ARRIVES IN BOSTON.
railroads. Another evidence of extreme quarantine is given by VicksON TUESDAY NEXT
Envoy Probably on His Way to the CONFESSES HE
PITTSBURG HAS
burg, which has now put an embargo EFFORT TO HOLD
Metropolis.
KILLED WRONG MAN.
TALE WILL BE TOLD.
A FEVER SCARE. on all freieht from Louisiana:' The
POWER TO CONTINUE.
quarantine of the Mississippi towns
Boston, Mass., Aug. to—Baron De
against the gulf coast in that state
Jackson, Ky., Aug. to—J. B. StandPortsmouth, N. H., Aug. 19.—Presi- Rosen, accompanied by a member of
New Orleans, 'Aug. 19.—Today's bars all soldiers Whom Gov. VardaWestchester, Pa., 'Aug. I9..—At an
the
peace delegation, arrived in this aier, who has been in hiding in Virdent Roosevelt has stepped into the
reports of the fever situation devel- man has sent from time to time to do independent
city
today
Republican jubilee meetPortsmouth,
from
N.
H.
ginia since the breaking out of hos- oped no material change in condi- service on the coast in maintaining
breach, and is making a last desperate
ing here Wayne MacVeagh, former
Some
suggestion
Russian
that
the
tilities
between
the
conference
warring
save
the
factions tions. The night Was a sweltering the quarantine against Louisiana. The
peace
effort to
attorney general, made some sensafrom shipwreck. That in a sentence plenipotentiary was going to New in liareathitt county, was arrested and one, but the early reports of the phy- case at Starkville, Miss., is that of a
tional revelations regarding attempts
New
York
City, and not to Magnolia, reoirned to- Jackson on a bench waris believed to be the situation now.
sicians and inspectors showed little soldier who has been on quarantine of the Penrose
-Durham ring of PhilJust what the president is doing has was found in the fact that in conver- ram from the Breathitt circuit cour, variation from the usual number of duty on the coast.
adelphia to "buy off" Mayor John
sation
with
the
Russians he spoke of where he stands indicted for conspirnot transpired, but it is regarded as
cases and deaths. The federal auDr. J. M. Lindsley, of Nashville,
certain that he has appealed both to boarding a limited train for the me- ing with Moises Feltner and others to thorities said that every day sees has appeared at mass-meetings here Weaver, of Philadelphia, when he
ttoe•olis,
began his reform crusade. He deand
that
pallor car seats on kill County Judge Hargis and Sheriff
Tokio and St. Petersburg to induce
their system of work nearer to per- and sought to put questions to the clared they had
the
Shore
vainly offered to make
Line
limited
ewer
the
New
Callahan. Standafer is related to some fection, and the opportunities for lecturers. In the Tenth ward he
the warring countries to show a spirit
him a judge and then had offered him
• of toncesaions and not allow the con- York, New Haven & Hartford road of the best people in the mountains, oonkolling the sickness enhancing. caused sense excitement by rising and
the governorship. .He also denounced
ference to go onto the rocks next were sold to two Russians at the and was released from custbdy on a The absence of a diminution in the desiring to know how the _fever got
south station here.
some high lights in the Philadelphia
bond executed by his kinsmen.
Tuesday. Mr. Griscorn and Mr. Meydaily report of new cases is a source here, whether through the importaHe talked freely about his cornice- of disappointment, but it is explained tion of a person or an infected mos- bar and bench for their "ditry wore
er may have been insructed to make
at the behest of the Philadelphia maGOV.
"BOB"
TAYLOR.
tion with the feud, and publicly made that the authorities must continue to quito.
direct appeals to the emperors of the
chine. Ma. MacVeach spoke after
statements which created a sensation insist upon notification of every case
two countries.
Dr. Oechsner said that now was
Arrangements Made by the T. U. here by reason of the fact
that he con- of fever if the campaign is to be suc- not the time to try to settle how the the meeting had rejected resolutions
Club to Properly Receive
nected a prominent official with a plot cessful. There is no opportunity now fever got here. It was the time for for harmony with the Eyre organizaMay Be Accomplinbed.
tion of the county, which is the local
Him Monday.
to murder two other officials of the to sift the cases of malaria
and ty- all to ea-operate in the effort to Quay organization, He said in part:
If the co-operation of France and
county. He has made a statement phoid from yellow fever.
stamp it out.
England, the allies of the respective
The Paducah Traveling Men's Club over his signature
"There is no occasion for any comgiving in detail his
Louisville & Nashville officials tobelligerents is secured, something may met last night at the Palmer House
whatever.
connection with the feud.
day had the new quarantine otders
CAUSES SCARE..
be accomplished. In the last report for the purpose of selecting the difpromise"I
"I know where the resolutions ofStandafer implicates several men. in of Alabama explained. They do
not
the main obstacle to success of the ferent committees pertaining to the
fered you were drafted. I know
an alleged plot to kill Hargis and Cal- affect through
travel out of here, net Party of Italians From New Orleans where the trick attempted to be
peace negotiations is certain to prove lecture to be given tomorrow evening
lahan, and says Hargis would have through travel into New Orleans, but
Reach Pittsburg.
to be the question of irdernnity. Rus- at The Kentucky by ex-Gov. Bob
_
played upon you was prepared. These
been hilted on one occasion when re- are intended to prevent
people in New
. 'is will not pay a "copeck of tribute," Taylor, of Tennessee. The lecture
are but the tools of tools _sciset-orPe".Whiner from Crockettsville to Jack- Orleans
Pittsburg. Pa., Aug. 19.—Quite a scheming. 'ass. repreaCsit nothing
from backtracking into AlaIs the language of Ms. Witte. That is will Ise under the auspices of the
son had he not taken a different route bama. It has been found
that efforts scare has been caused in this vicinity
believed to be Russia'a last word on Traveling Men's Club, and President
nbf-yancf to orders given them by
from that anticipated by the conspira- have been made
by people who have by the Ispott dial a parTy of twelve
that question. The question of the Milton Sanchez is making every efmasters, and they presume so be
tors, who were lying in 'wait for him.
their
been to New Orleans to get to points Italians, alleged to have evaded the
'Cession of Sakhalin may be arranged. fort to enthuse all members to do
yours,
Standafer
says
he
never
really intend- in Alabama by going to Atlanta
a
But unless Japan relinquishes her their best in this their first effort in
and yellow fever blockade at New Qr.
ed to aid in the attempt to assassinate
other points in tht South.
claim for "the cost of the war" hope entertaining since the organization of
To Preserve the Machine.
leans, had arrived here. An ImmediHargis, but he became alarmed at the II
is gone. It is at Tokio, consequently, the club. The distinguished and not"Everything is now to be sacrificed
ate
investigation
by
the
authorities
sivation and left the state.
meet the issue will probably be decid- k ed lecturer will arrive here at I are
Ligclo:td The fad f That the Italians to preserve their state organization,
ONE OF HIGH HOPE,
Id.' 'Trance, it is certain, will support lo'ckvk over the N., C. & St. L. rail3
spent
Wednesday in Pittsburg and an organization described by Secre- •
Boy Accissed of Murder.
• the president's effort. If England iroad and will
Thursday
be escorted to the Pal- 1
at the home of a country- Vary Root's burning words, 'A coriaait, Mich., Auf. Acta—Jolla Feeling it:oont Officiais in Charge of
will now bring pressure to bear as itareser
t
House, where a hearty reception Goodson, a
man
street, Homestead, and rupt and criminal combination mason
Ann
Yellow
Fever Fight.
is definitely stated she is now prepar- land
tt-year-old schoolboy, is
welcome will be tendered trim.
_____
had ,later departed for New York. querading as Republicans.' ComproI under arrest, charged with
• ed to do, the situation may be saved.
the murThe reception committee, composed der of
health department quickly fumi- mise? Why, they will offer you evThe
i
New
Orleans
.. Aug. rsi.—Summing.
Hannah alcQuade, aged 7, in
of the following, was named, and all
up results of the campaign to date, gated the Ann-street house and will erything on earth. If you hold outa
a week later the state machine will
EXPECTED AT OYSTER BAY. are requested to meet at the Palmer Greenfield township atst outside the Dr. Beverly Warner
said today that maintain a strict quarantine for sevwest city limits of Detroit, last night.
offer
you the necks of these men.
House at 12:3os tomorrow afternoon: The little
McQuade girl, the daugh- it was the opinion of the health au- enal days.
Representative Will Today Talk to Henry A. Petter, J. E. Walters. W.
that they wish is to keep their
"All
thorities
that
while the fever could
ter of Peter MeQuade, a gardener,
on
the county machines throughPresident.
hold
V. Green, R. S. Vanhoon, Harry Phil- was
MUCH ADO ABOUT A COW.
driving toward the McQuade not be said to be under control, it is
the
as in that manner they
state,
out
lips, Sint Hecht, Ernest Lackey, Van home in
being
controlled,
and
that the chances
company with her two sisOyster Bay, Aug. to- represent- Burnett, L. F. Kolb, L. S. DuBois, A.
legislature, and in that
the
control
can
Claude
Claimants,
Russell
but
'are that there is no longer danger of Several
ative of the Russian peace envoys at R. Grouse, Milton Sanchez, C. W. ters, aged to and 12. Young Goodcontinue to rob the
can
manner
they
Her.
Got
Finally
a
serious
epidemic.
Dr.
Warner addPortsmouth will arrive here late today Brown, Tom Hall, Gus Smith. Mr. son and three companions, boys about
commonwealth
it great cities.
and
ed that it was Dr. White's opinion
or tomorrow to confer with President Sanchez will serve as chairman of ohe same age, who had been ehooting
their wheel.
upon
fly
but
a
are
You
yesterday
Barber's
court
Justice
In
that
if
it
not
been
had
for
the splensparrows along the road, appeared
Roosevelt. The identity of the rep- this committee.
looking
the continufor
"They
are
The
tried.
case
complicated
was
cow
and attempted to climb upon the rear did volunteer work which had been a
resentative is not disclosed. His misparties to the suit were S. W. Banks ance of the great plunder they have
The following ushers were selected of the wagon.
by
the
done
citizens
screening,
in
oilThe girls oreder them
sion wal be to consult the president and are requested to be at The Kenso long enjoyed. They offer to you to
off and whipped up the horses. Good- ing, and in taking other precautions and Claude Russell.
II I with a view to bringing about an tucky promptly at 7:30
Recently Banks secured a writ of repeal the infamous bills they infao'clock tomor- man, it is charged,
recommended
by
the
local
authoribecame enraged
agreement between the Russian and row evening: Van Burnett, Sim
ties, New Orleans today would prob- possession for the cow which was mously passed, to give you on their
Japanese envoys that will prevent a Hecht, Louis Rieke, Jr, Harry Phil- and shot at the girls with the Flobert
ably
be in the throes of an epidemic turned over to him, but by the judg- knees the personal registration bill
final rupture between the two sets of lips, A. R. Grouse. C. W. Brown, Gus rifle be was carrying. The baet
they infamously refused you, andsidstruck the little girl in the temple, as devastating as were 510113C of those ment givers at the trial yesterday the
plenipotentiaries. The representative Smith, J. E. Walters, chairman.
fer you joint primaries.
property
Banks
was
the
ccw
never
of
of
previous
conditions
With
years.
killing her almost instantly. Goodwill conic to ()veer Bay by direct in"Why, the Arcade building (Pe
belongs
Russell,
case
being
but
to
a
it
as
selected
R. S. VenLoon was
son's companions, who are also in as they are today the 'feeling among
vitation of the president. The invita- ticket-taker.
office) can send enough rnone
rose's
of
mistaken
identity.
had
cow
The
all
those
officially
charge
the
in
of
custody, declare that the bullet which
tion was transmitted to Mr. Witte
in
'here
an hour to buy every venal
different
people
been
by
owned
six
struck the girl was aimed at a spar- fight is one of high hope.
last night after the president had had
num- voter in every primary in this counand
was
her
only
small
age
the
WILL SUE THE CITY.
row on a nearby telegraph pole.
Continues to Decrease.
a conference with Baron Kaneko, who
ty.
The death percentage continues to ber of five years. The cow has led a
came hefe late yesterday evening as a Oscar Knowles Wants $t000 for Be"Offers to you? Why they are
strenuous
say
life
the
of
to
it.
least
decrease. Each day shows a large
Assassinated Wrong Man.
representative of the Japanese governnothing
compared to the offers they
the
one
About
year
Banks,
ago
Neglected.
ing
Huntington, W. Va , Aug. ro.—Wil- number of patients discharged. The
ment.
huckster, sent a cow to have /seen making for three months
plaintiff
and
ham Elks was captured near Logan tendency is still toward a milder type
the farm of R. L. Howell, near Max- to John Weaver. There would be
Mr. Oscar Knowles, of the Palmer by a posse,
of which his father was a of the sickness rather than toward one
en's
Mill and Howell some time later nothing in offers to you if he had
House baabershop, is preparing to member,
Jaen/tar Will Talk.
and is held ion the charge more virulent. The large number of
Neither the president nor Baron have a suit filed against the city of of
claimed
the ooev broke her neck and failed you.
having killed Robert Murphy, the new cases testifies to the zeal with
"First they said to. him: 'Don't
Kaneko would disclose any of the de- Paducah for ammo damages. His
diM Banks saw a cow of the same
which the physicians arc making retails of their conference, but aftir the attorney is drawing up the snit prep- de'puty sheriff, who brought a prisoner
in the city and claimed it and se- you want to be a judge?'
kind
port of Cases within their practice.
baron left at 8 o'clock an important aratory to filing it within the next here from Virginia. Ellis says that
cured it through fegal proceedings, "'Yes, but not from you.'
he mistook Murphy and his party for They turned in thirty-nine of the
"'Don't you want to be Goitermessage was cent to Herbert I). few day. in the! circuit court
but later on a man came along and
others with whom he had had trouble. sixty-two in the preceding twentyPierce, assistant secretary of state, at
claimed the cow. Banks also claimed
Mr. Knowles, laat winter was seised
four hours.
Portstno sth,
the cow and so did Russell, so there no"'Yes, hut not from you.'
ic h Mr. Pierce com- with a bad case of smallpox and was
Killed While Robbing Grocery.
IA party of forty-seven Italians has
"'What do you wane'
are.
mon lea te d to the Russian envoys. carried to the pest-house and he alPittsburg, Pa., Aug. 19.--Edward reached the city over the Mississippi you
The hoof of a dead cow was used
Nothing Prom Them.
Later an exchange ed messages took leges that while at the pest-house he Hollaran, aged
is years, of Allegheny, Valley road. When they reached the
heaven
"'Nothing under God's
rs testimony and abotu fifty negroes
place between Oyster Bay and Ports- was mistreated and neglected in vati- was
shot dead early today at River- Union Station they were detained, a
also.
to see you quit your
mouth, Secretary Pierce acting as in- (MA ways. Re say% that he was view, near
Monongahela City, Pa., by report of their pieeence there teledirty work.'
termediary between the president and rushed to the home without being Thompson Nolder,
whose grocery phoned to federal headquarters. The
the Russian plenipotentiariee.
allowed to consult relatives towards store, it is said, he was robbing. Italians said that they had been WILL LET SENTENCE STAND. "And so it went on until a week
ago. They never abandoned the
While details of these Communica- securing attention, and that after be- Young Hollarac and eight other
coin chased out of the town in East Baton Attorneys
lion% are lacking'it is known that they ing confined there it was three days panions
of Mrs. Brockwell Will Not scheme of seducing him until a week
escaped yesterday from the Rouge, many of them at the point of
Attempt to Prove Her Insane.
ago, and then doubtless they said:
represent an earnest effort on the part before a physician arrived to attend lalorganza
reform schaiol, and it is shotguns. They tried to leave the
can't fool hina but we can fool
of the president to bring the envoys him.
'We
thought after hiding all day they be- train at different points on the way
The fate of Mrs. Mary Brockwell, the Republicans of each county in
into an agreement that would be satcame hungry and broke into the store down, but were prevented from doing
who killed her three little daughters the state, and if we can hold the orisfactory to both belligerent governTwo Couples Married.
to
t something to eat.
so. As there was no sickness among by giving them morphine, will,
ments. Whether the president urges
no ganizations in the counties of the
An unusual wedding occurred at Me
them they were permitted to scatter qra' rbt,
imprisonment
a
life
in
-that concession% be made by either tropolis Friday night. Two couples
the
be
state we can wipe John Weaver off
e Cousin Killed Another.
over the city.
frankfort state prison. The plea has the face of the earth.'
-side or suggested any other means by v;ere on the Dick Fowler en route
'aithland, Ky., Aug. ea.—Charles
Quarantine Unnecessary.
been insanity and for that reason the
"There is an old trick of the graftwhich et agreement might be reathed from Cairo to this place when the S
ers, formerly of Livingston counDr. Victor Keerre, health officer of sentence has never been imposed. She
is mil known.
ers. They run to some honest and
same blissful thought struck all of t
as shot and killed by his cousin, Indianapolis, who came South to took
to
them. 90 while the boat was landing
ill Dave Long, at Charleston, Mo., over the situation because there is an lias been confined in jail since March decent lawyer, and they get him
Contained Invitation.
at Metropolis Justice Liggett was Thursday. Sanders' body was brought element ih his city which believes 2.4 and tio symptoms have developed give them an opinion which is bad
to show that her mind is deranged. policy and worse law. They did that
At any rate the ecrtruntinications called aboard to join them in wedlock. here for burial.
quarantine should be put on, left here Her attorneys, H. S. Corbett
and in Philade:phia. The grafters there
'frOm the president conlained an invi- In hie iisual manner both COopleS
Both Long and Sanders formerly today. Dr. Keene said the people of
Wheeler Campbell have discarded the persuaded three eminent members of
tation fir a representative Russian to were united with the came ceremony. lived near here and
went to Missouri New Orleans were the -sanest and !story of insanity and will allow Judge
the bar to give an opinion that John
vielt him at Sagami-ire Hill as soon as The nalnee of the parties were: Mr. about a year ago.
Thursday, so it calmeSt he had found anywhere be- Reed at the September term of
court Weaver could not remove the men
convenient in order that the subject Sidney Powers and Miss Kate Clark, report says, they quarreled
and San- tween here and Chicago. Dr. Keene to let the sentence stand.
he had appointed. Well, they were
might be considered fully. The envoy oi the Sooth Side of the city, and MT. ders advanced on Long
with a knife. was surprised at the exciteMent he
Mrs. Brockwell possesses a strange paid for it, no doubt.
to the president probably will make James L. Vaeeeur and Miss Dora Bry- Long 'hot him and he died.
soon after. found prevailing before he reached and unckvloped mind and appears to
"Then they induced two judges of
the journey to Sagurnort Hill in part son, of Palma, Marshall county.
Eothare well known in this county. here, but was pleased with conditions
give no thought of the horrible crime the Common Pleas actually to isstte
1
1qr tail and in part by water.
in New Orleans. He found that there
an injunction against John Weaver,
The naval yacht Sylph js expected
—A delegation from the Haywood
A Florence, Ala., syndicate talkie of was no necessity for a quarantine by she committed.
preventing him from turning out the
to meet him at some point on the low ledge of the F. & A.'M. went to Mac- buying the Bailey SprInge resort,
Indianapolis.
—Acree '& Neiman have secured men lie had appointed, thinking they
• tr New England coast and convey him sac last night to extend a vieit to the n?r that place, and building an deeDoctors at Rayne, La., have disadirect to Sagamore
k_dge at that place. A big barbecue tilt' 4104 thereto. The springs for- greed as to the second case that has the contract for building a four-room were honest.
cottage floe Mrs. R. G. Rouse at, the
,
"And then the people of PhiladelWhile messages are being exchang- was prepared and a delightft4 occasion merly were among the best-known in
appeared there, some of them holding rear of bee property on North Sixth
ed today between Oyster Bay and was marked.
Tennessee for health-giving waters.
that it is malaria. There was no street.
(Continued on Fifth Page.)
e'

• President Roosevelt Enters
Again As Peace Angel.
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AN ALLEGED PLOT FEVER

IT DIDN'T WORK

To Assassinate Hargis and New Orleans Has no Change
Callahan Just Told.
In Cases and Deaths.

The Pennsylvania Machined
Offered Tempting Bait
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9111144,

IN A TRANCE

•

her father, Mayo/Yeiser, delightfully
entertained a goodly number ot:
friends at cards, complimentary to
Mrs. Harry Trandy, of Frankfort, and
Miss- Florence Pell of Cincinnati
were: Miss Jane Carter, of Lexing- There were twelve tables
Visitors Entertained.
devoted to THOUGH AS DEAD THIS YOUNG
Wednesday evening last Miss Ed- ton; Miss Helen Ripy, of Lawrence- the game, and after
WOMAN LIES IN HER
cards came seana Bergdoll entertained in honor of burg; Misses Martha Davis, Irene sonable refreshments.
BED.
Miss Jane
Aliss Maud Dacres, of Cairo, and Scott, Louise Cox, Marjorie Scott, Carter, of Lexington, won thf young
Miss Alice Buddeke, of Louisville. Frances Wallace, Mary Scott; Messrs. ladies' prize, and Mrs.
Harris Rankin
Euchre was played. Those present Louis Brownlow, E. R. Adams, Frank the matron's prize.
Though Bigorn of Youth Is Upon Her CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE
were: Misses Maud Dacres, Alice Davis, Robert Wallace, Morton Hand,
TRANSACTION
*et
Cheek, She Sleeps and Fails
OF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLED
Buddeke, Louise Daze!, Anna Har- Vtrallace Weil, Walter Iverson, Ed- Park Luncheon.
to
Speak.
IN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EXlin, Maggie Lydon, Arizona Black- win J. Paxton.
Last Tuesday evening a choice
PERT INFORMATION AND PRO MPT SERVICE. EITHER CALL,
There were several similar parties luncheon was enjoyed --at-burn, Marie Roth; Messrs. Clifford
Wallace
TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE 111.11.111110011kik...„.
Blackburn, Dennis Halpin, •Williarn other evenings during the week, but Park by a crowd of young people,
..,,,,&
Cleveland,' 0., Aug. 19.—For four 44.•
Rincliff, Frank Donovan, A. F. Roth, the proper data for mentioning them chaperoned by Mrs. George Clark.
days Gertrude Vorwald, 25 years old, •
J. L. Roth, Joe Bergdoll. The first is not at hand.
Among those present were: Misses of 25
Stanard street, has lain almost
sit••
prize for the girls was captured by
Caroline Ham, Ruth Clark, Neil !Ace
one dead, but the bloom of youth
Miss Arizona lillackburn; visitors' Guard Officers Entertained.
Schwab, Carrie Ewell, Marguerite and health has
not left her cheek. MECHANICS' AND FARMERS'SAVINGS BANK—REAL ESTATE
prize was won by Miss Alice BudThursday evening last at her resi- Schwab, Ewell Ham; Messrs. Bratt
DEPARTMENT.
Last
Monday
Miss
Vorwald arose at
deke, and the boys' prize by J. L. dence at Eighth and Jefferson streets, Kennedy, B. Combs, H. P. Watson,
J.
the usual hour, in her usual good spira
Roth. Refreshments were served.
Mrs. James M. Buckner entertained Dr. G. B. Froage, Sergt. Wright and
its. She complained of no pain or
Miss Dacres is the guest of Mrs. at dinner the officers attending the several other officers.
illness. When breakfast was over she
Don Gilberto, and Tuesday evening state encampment. The color scheme
AO*
suitelentocattapsed and sasnk in a hud?Ars. Gilberto entertained in her hon- was red and white and a pretty center Mayfielders Wed.
dled heap on the floor. In the four
or, and many guests were present to piece was formed of roses and red
Monday evening last Mr. Ira Nel- days that Miss
Vorwald has been in
accept the hospitality of !stirs. Gil- geraniums. The dinner was served son, a popular traveling salesman of
this trancelike state her lips have
berto and meet her fair guest.
in five courses. The ices were Amer- the Merit Manufacturing Company,
been slightly parted in a tranquil
•••
ican beauty roses and white lilies. and Miss Pearl Flack, of M'ayfield,
smile. Her breathing is regular, but
Covers were laid for ten. The guests the beautiful daughter of Mrs. Mag- hardly
Do you want a first class Job by an
A Wingo Marriage.
perceptible. Occasionally she
Wednesday morning last, at 6 were: Gen. Percy •Haly, Major H. gie Flack, were united in marriage. lifts her hands
from the coverlet and
expert workman? If you do take
o'clock, the marriage of Miss Amaryl- T. Gaines and Col. Guy Griggs, of The 'bride is a niece of Mr. Harry makes vague, dreamy
gestures. She
Beckham,
of
Frankfort;
Lieut.
Y.
D.
hs Crutchfield to Mr. W. B. Leech,
George, of Paducah, who attended the sometimes stirs
slightly. But for sevit to
took place at the residence of the Savannah, Ga.; Capt. Lamar Roy, of wedding. The couple went to St. cral hours at a time she
will lie withLiodisville;
Campbell
Judge
James
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Louis on a bridal tour.
out any movement whatever. The
Crutchfield, in Wingo, this state. The Mir. and Mrs. David C. Flournoy and
a**
spark of life has been kept burning by
ceremony was performed by Rev. B. Mrs. Carrie Ellis.
Entertained at Dinner..
medicines and stimulants.
***
Wrenn Webb, of the Cumberland
The hospital corps of the state
While the physicians admit they do
224 Broadway,
Presbyterian church, of Sherman, Another Governor's Dance.
guards encampment last Monday rot fully understand the
Paducah, Ky.
case, they beTex., officiating, in the presence of • Again this week Gov. Beckham and evening at their quarters at Camp lieve Miss Vorwald will
return to cona few relatives, friends and intimate staff will come to Paducah to the Yeiser delightfully entertained Miss sciousness just as suddenly
as she enacquaintances. The Wingo Outlook slate guards encampment. During Myrtle Decker, Miss Helen Decker, tered the trance. In the
meantime the
1
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says this marriage, while not a sur- the visit and on Wednesday evening Miss Frances Wallace, Miss Corinne most remarkable phase
of the case is
prise, is the happy culmination of a the young men of the city will give Winstead, Miss Lillie Mae Winstead that she appears to be
in as goon
courtship of some length, and the the second of their series of dances and Mr. Fred Wade at a dinner. The health as ever. There
is no pallor in
prominence of the contracting parties for the governor and soldier boys at occasion was most pleasing in all re- her face. The blood is
racing through
making the event one of great pleas- the Wallace Park pavilion. The gov- spects.
her veins.
ure and wide note throughout the cir- ernor will hold a public reception at
•••
cle of an enumerable host of life-long his headquarters from 8:30 to soso, Children's Party.
TWILIGHT CHAT.
intimate friends and acquaintances." to which the general public will be inThursday afternoon Miss Irma
vited. The list for the dance can be Ross, at her home on Kentucky ave•••
If the same courtesy found in the
nue, gave a children's party, in honor
found at McPherson's drug store.
Return to Kentucky.
other world was carrie dinto the home
Miss
of
New
Ella
Albany,
Gardner,
41•41
of
After touring many of the Western
Ind. There was a large gathering of there would be more harmony. For
states, Miss Jean Todd, of Owens- Mayfield Announcement.
the younger people and a delightful some undefined reason it is considcomthe
Announcement
of
is
made
boro, and Miss Lulu Reed, of Paduered right and proper to be rude to
afternoon
was spent by them.
cah, have arrived in Owensboro on ing marriage of Miss Nell Briggs and
our own. I mean rude in little
•••
prominent
Wright,
F.
Walter
their return home. They had a most Mr.
things;
there are no apologies for
Springs.
From
the
enjoyable trip while from the state yotuig society people of Mayfield. Coming
accidents, no respect for personal
The
weather
the
past
week
not
beWednesplace
visiting in California, Old Mexico and The wedding will take
property or privacy, and one of the
attended the fair at Portland besides day. October 4th, at the Mayfield ing conducive to sojourning at the thousand
and one little graces we
springs
many
visitors
from
the
city
is
Briggs
Miss
stopping at many way points. Ws% Methodist church.
s
practice
in
the homes of others. And
still
have
are
home.
There
returned
Reed will remain in Owensboro'for the daughter of Mr. Ben F. Briggs,
the ugliness. of it all preys upon our
many
absentees,
however.
Moniseveral. days, the guest of Miss Todd. formerly editor of the Mayfield
patience and good
nature. But
tor, and is a strikingly pretty bru•••
somehow
we
never
search
for the
MICE
IN
CITY VAULTS.
nette. Mr. Wright is a young tobacileadag Parties.
remedy.
one
belongs
to
Mayfield,
conist
and
of
Of Paductith, Kentucky,
Tuesday evening last a 'delightful
boating party was enjoyed by a num- of the best families in Graves county. They Damage Greatly Books in
Humanity is full of faults, but men
Capital and Surplus $1515,000l,
'4400
Treasurer Dorian's Strong Box.
ber of young people. After a ride on
and women in polite, society do not
never
Dorian
Treasurer
John
City
the Ohio and Tennessee the party A Card Party.
uncover them. The code of good
Wednesday afternoon last Miss An- was very fond of mice, and now he manners teaches them to ignore discrossed to the sandbar opposite this
ever.
A
has
less
than
use
for
them
ED P. NOBLE,PRE&
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
city and had a lunch. In the party nie Mae Yeiser, at the rural home of
• few days ago tie had occasion to open agreeables and say and do unplcasant
VAN
CULIN
N.
W.
CASHIER.
things.
The same men and women
the vadilt door when one of the house
go
commit
borne
outrageous
and
Transacts
aLl
regular
banking
business.
Solicits your deposits. Pays
pests jumped out. Mr. Dorian was
surprised and wondered how one of faults in good breeding by plain talk per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Sr.
the creatures could exist so long to the members of their families, by
without anything to eat, as he knew acts of rudeness that they know would proof vault for rent at $3 to Sic) per year as to use. You carry your ova
there was nothing in the vault very not be tolerated elsewhere. Resent- key and no one but yourself has access.
wholesome for it, and was consoling ment against them. makes trouble.
•
himself by saying "I'm glad there is
I remember the dislike I used to
nothing the mouse could damage in
there." But here the official reckoned entertain towards a relative who nevst, as upon examina- er failed to remind me of an unwelwithout his ho
‘
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
tion he found that the mouse had come crop of freckles. The spots
eaten all the labels and backs off the were there, and I knew it, but my
To Do Your Shopping at L. B. Ogilvie & Co.'s Means tax
This fine modern hotel is now open under a', new
books almost completely disfig- discomfort was intensified by that
To Save Money on Every Purchase.
uring the valuable books. Mr. Do- woman, who considered it her privi- management, for guests at, the
rian is looking for a feline for hislof- lege to say what she pleased to a near
relative. She would not have dreamed
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
fice.
City Clerk Henry Bailey says that of saying such things, to anybody
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates
the vault in his office is well supplied outside the family, of course, and
with mice, but as to what they cJuld my dislike flourished on that account.
find to chew on has never been dis- I do not believe that she would have
relished a retaliation which I might
covered.
have made with truth, for she was no
Dawson Springs. Kentucky.
beauty.
NAMES AND PLACE&

Che rWeelt in Social Circles.

Do You Wont To Rent v
Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?
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S. T. RAN DLE, Manager
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Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?

John j. 13leich, jeweler.
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Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133.
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THE GLOBE BANK St, TRUST COI

OGILVIE'S.
Hosiery Underwear
AND

•

At prices that will induce economical shoppers to lay in a full
supply for the entire season

Hosiery
Specials...

Underwear
Specials.....
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New Century Hotel
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Price Bros.& CO.,

For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
How many families are there where
Rich Anwell, of Henry county, is a
lucky man if he is always as his name It is customary to knock before entering a bedroom or den or any other
indicates he is.—Kansas City Star.
private apartment? Yet why should
THE BEST STONE O'N THE MARKET for Monumental and
not
such a custom prevail? Are there
A. Worm is a citizen of St. Paul,
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSnot
and at a recent lodge entertainment not countless times when we do
we
when
or
distur'b'ed
care
to
be
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not belie W.29 called upon to do a turn.—
inof
notice
due
have
like
to
would
Kansas City Journal.
come dark and discolored.
truders? Most women, at all events,
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
not
J. A. Hightower attempted to com- have ugly moments when it is
one's
to
even
exhibition,
on
be
wise
to
mit suicide at Parsons, Kan., the
belongings
other night by taking chloroform. He family. Every persoes
fingers.
profane
from
safe
should
be
adopted the wrong meth•rsi. He should
SOLE AGENT, relog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
have leaped from the top of his own Few of as care to share our combs
and brushes with the other members
name.—Topeka (Kan.) Journal.
of the family or to have the contents
Living near each other in Bates of our bureaus and boxes stirred up
county are two men named Blackman by carless fingers. We may not reand White. Blackman is a white mars alize w y we feel so fretful over
(Incorporated.)
and White is a negro -Kansas City seemingly small matters, but the anGeneral Cartage Business,
noyance ia unmistakable and is bound
1 imes.
to make itself felt.
Office
Superior Facilities for
Savannah is the borne of a lawyer
Courtesy should be uniform and Handling Freight, Machinery
with the appropriate name of Fee.—
2nd and Monroe
those we love the first to whom it is
Rockport (Mo.) Mail.
Goods.
Household
Both 'Phones ••
shown. Ugliness should be covered And
and
sweet
made
life
and
can
A man named Summers had a fight as best it
with another named Winters down in beautiful. A pleasant morning greetOsark county recently. Summers ing and affectionate good-night partmade a spring and gained a fall. That ing are details which are never omitended the fight.—Platte City (Mo.) ted in a few, a very few families, I
know, and I venture to say that there
Landmark.
is a deal less friction in those households than in others where they arc
Services Today.
Rev. W. E. Cave Will preach this omitted. They begin and end the
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam .Boilermorning at the First Presbyterian day happily and that is half the batchurch on "The Wonder of toct's tle. What happens to children who
Way." There will be no service at see father and mother treating each
other with careless rudeness? Do
night.
they grow up to thoroughly respect Office Phone 369.
Residence Phone 726
Wife of New York broker, who either or make any pretense of it?
their
leaves rich home and sleeps in the Or do they take their cue and do
parks, is sent to Bellevue hospital for share of making discomfort and unftamination as to her mental condi- pleasantness in the familry? Example
tion.
is everything, you know, and youngsters are quick to seise opportuniJudge Ludwig, of Milwaukee, rules ties.
that the court cannot compel a witness to lieveal grand jury secrets.
Fifty negroes are killed or injured
when an excursion train on the AtWe Write Anything in Insurance
For perfection and 'deity smoke lantic Coast line goes tImough an open
Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
Office 306 Broadway
Elk Dream roe eider.
draw.
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GREEN RIVER STONE
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John S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
tion
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judi
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Paducah Transfer Company

Ladies" Ribbed Lisle Vests, low
Children's Black Lace Cotton
neck and no sleeves, at Inc, or 3
Hose, all sizes, at
toe pair
50C
for
Boys' Heavy Ribbed Black
Cotton Hose, the wear-well
Ladies' Surrrmer Weight Ribbed
I
25c
Drawers, knee length, at
kind, at
15C pair
Boys' Undershirts and Drawers,
Misses' Fine Lisle Hose, fast
25c
all sizes, at
black, at
25c pair
Children's Ribbed Cotton Vests,
Infants' Mercerized Cotton
toc
at
}lose, in pink, blue, white
and black, at
25C pair
ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES OF
Ladies' Ribbed Vests, low neck
LAWNS.
and no sleeves, extra. and reguthat were toe and
lot
of
lawns
A
lar sizes, at
sc
roc
15c, reduced to, per yard

LB.Ogilvie & Co.
AGENTS FOR. BUTTERICK PATTERNS
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P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.
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L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency

I)

A. Walker, sheriff; A. F. Crouch and
Robert Lax, judges.
Location of Voting Places.
Berry's—Robertson's stable, foot
Harrison street.
Monday NighT—"Castles in the Air"
Gov. Robt. L. Taylor
Plow Factory—Sixth and Trimble.
Friday Night—"Lord Baltimore"
Musical Comedy
'Henneberger's—Wooden's shop.
Saturday, Matinee and Night—"On the Bridge at Midnight."
Gallman'sL-Gallman's store.
Warehouse—Foremian's, Broadway.
Rogers—Twelfth and Broadway.
Though famous for its scenery, sort, two characters in particular
"On he Bridge at aUdnight," Klimt supplying it—Germany and Reddy— "Kirkpatrick's—W. M. Gannon's
wall paper store.
and Gazzolo"s great comedy-drama
Savages—Sexton's paint shop, Sixwhich is due here for Saturday matiteenth- street.
nee and night, is not a sensational
Yancy's—Union Drug Co., West
play. Its merit is thoroughly subTennessee street.
stantial and genuine, being a combiChalk's—Chalk's store, South Third
nation of absorbing story and one of
street.
the most notable scenic achievements
Glauber's—Glauber"s stable, South
of the modern stage. The celebrated
Third street.
.
.-eacchanical triumph, which gives the
N. S. C. H.—Circuit court room.
bridae scene, is
S. S. C. H. No. r—County court
room.
S. S. C. H. No. 2—Lightfoot's office.
Schmit"s—Riply's drug store, Eleventh and Caldwelk
IDeigels—Deigels' paint shop.
Butler's—GilbertY drug store.
S. S. Fire Department—Fire Station No. 2.

In The Theatrical World.
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WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE Ote
NEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND ASK THE PUBLIC TO CALL AND
INSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS YOU WILL
PAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
WE, ALSO, HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS,SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONS
OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN
THE CITY
WE, ALSO. CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF HARNESS,
SADDLES, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.

WOMAN CONVERT
SPIRITED AWAY.
Sooboonagam
Anunal
Kidnaped
While Driving Through
Village.

Scene from "On the Bridge at Midnight," at The Kentucky, Saturday
matinae and night.

aza.

•

Is 4
Bin

own

New York, August 19.—The office
of the Missionary Society of the
Methodist Episcopal church was advised today by Bishop Wm. F. Oldham, missionary bishop for Southern
Asia, that on July 18 Sooboonagam
Ammial, of Madras, had been kidnaped.
For ten years Sooboonagam Ammal
has been the most important woman
convert from Brahminism to Christianity in Madras. She came from the
Pantula sect, the priestly class and
strictest sect of the high caste Hindus. Her father was the first to take
a double degree in the University of
Medras. Later be became one of the
manliness of the university and was
high in the government service. Her
uncle is the great high priest over the
Brahmins.
Salvite
Sooboonagam
Ammal was in the United States from
April 26, 19oo, to October 30, toot.
It was while driving in her bullock
cart among the villages that she was
forcibly seized, hurried into a closed
carriage and driven off. In his letter
Bishop Oldham says:
"We are doing all that can be done
for Soonboonagam Ammal's recovery, but only those who know India
can estimate the apparent hopelesness of it all."

The New Moline

•

JOHN

G. REHKOPPF BUGGY CO.

+44,
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and these are in the hands of two exceedingly clever actors. Sunshine and
shadow follow each other through all
the scenes with strong climaxes and
scenery* as natural as ilfe, and all
without resort to the harsh and unGUS ARTHUR,
natural excesses of sensational melo%Vail "On the Bridge at Midnight," dramas. Messes. Klimt and
Gazzolo
at The Kentucky, Saturday matinee are presenting "On the Bridge at
and night.
Midnight" with an exceptionally
strong company this season.
SOLE AGENT FOR
after all. only an incident in the story
LUZERNE COAL.
of a blind mother's devotion and a
"Lord BlItimore," for one night
long search for her lost child. Her only at The Kentucky Friday, Aupathetic quest led her, in the city of gust 25th.
St. Louis and Tenessee River PackChicago, to the river at the point
This announcement is certainly a
et company—the cheapest and bear
where Chicago". engineering triumph, most plea-ing one, as "Lord BaltiAUGUST DELIVERY.
excursion out of Paducah.
the huge jackknife bridge, lifts and more" is a play that has more than
closes its huges valves every day to the usual interest clustering around
let steamers pass. This operation has it. The story of "Lord Bakimove"
been most faithfully imitated as %veil is told in four acts. Each act abounds
LUMP
as the structure itself, at a cost of in startling situation., thrilligg cliEGG
Sto,000. and five months labor yet, maxes and funny comedy, telling a
after all.the scene, is merely an em- story of greatest heart's interest to
NUT
bellishment of the intensely dramatic all, full of love, pathos, crime and
narration of the sightless mother's comedy, keeping the audience in
search. The great valves rise and laughter and tears from the time the
ris t a gtri
" fall as they do in the original, and a curtain rises until the fall of the last EXCITEMENT AT SARATOGA.
table;
and rest; ood
goodemiftr
P c4r Pleas• "
steamer passes through in full view curtain. There is not a dull moment
each
leave
Boats
etc.
rooms,
good
of the audience, but presently these during the whole evening. Special
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m. 1
incideatseve absorbed into the prog- scenery and electrical effects for each
ress of the story. While the main act, and a number of high-class vaudI For other information apply to Jas.:
1
thread is of sorrow there is plenty of eville artists will introduce new and
Frank L'.:
Saratoga, N. Y., Aug. to.—Two Roger, Superintendent;
w
comedy el the bright, wholesome novel specialties.
loud explosions in quick succession Brcsra, 1,s-elm
t
in different sections of Saratoga startMcCarty and George Shelton.
'led visitors kite last evening and set
Sixth Ward—T, A. Jones.
afoot stories about dynamite pkits.
While very little actual damage was
School Trustees.
First Ward—D. L. Adams and C. done there can be no doubt ,that some
W. Morrison.
violent explosive was used. The quesHighest price paid for second-hand
Second Ward—a. T. Davis.
tion is whether it was the work of a
Third Ward—Arch T. Sutherland. practical joker or of some person infourth Ward—J. A. Cole. A. F. tending mischief, who failed to carry.
Greif and Frank Rodfus.
out his plans.
Fifth Ward—Joe Riglesherger.
-Later in the night several crudely
Sixth Wlard—Ilenry Satzgiver.
printed
slips were found in the corONLY FEW CONTESTS
ridor of a leading hotel, asserting that
Polls.
of
Officers
ON THE TICKET. The
following gentlemen were ap- dynamite in large nuantitiea had been 218-230 Court at. Old phone 1311
pointed to conduct the primary as found in the ,two clubhouses and
warning people to be careful. These
election officers:
Who the Candidates Are for the Sev- iBerry's.—J. Ifenry Smith, clerk: slips lead the police to believe that
eral Places Which Are to be
John Dean, sheriff; Gus Singleton and the explosions were the work of a
fanatic.
J. E. Potter, judges.
Moving wagon in connection.
Filled.
Plow
Factory—Walter
Ingram,
clerk; Sam Holland, sheriff; Ira McMURDERED IN HIS HOME.
W. Mike Oliver.
Geo. W. Oliver. PADUCAH REAL ESTATIE. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAT,
Mahon and A. W. Barkley, judges.
POLL OFFICERS
Benton, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
Rennebersaer's — James
Brown,
MONTHLY PAYMENT. LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
AND VOTING PLACES. Clerk; Jams Elaker, Sheriff; Wmi.
Thos B. McGregory,
XENTUCICY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
Benton, Ky.
Little and Pat Lally, judges.
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
Gallenan's—T. M. Nance, clerks; JaLawrenceburg, Ky., Aug. to—Jas.
The Democratic city primary elec- cobs, sheriff; Row Housman and Ed York, an aged and wealthy resident,
tion will be held tomorrow. The Eaker. judges.
was murdered yesterday at hi, home
nominations will .be for a police
Warehouse—Clem Franaiolla, clerk; on Fox Creek. about seven miles
judge, five aldermen, eight council- Amos Price, sheriff; Charles Robert- from here. The object of the crime
Don and Charles Fiske, judges.
tnen and seven school trustees.
is not known.
Roger's—Jas. -H. Wilcox, clerk; A.
Mk. York, who was eighty-five
The poll, will open at 6 a. m. and
W. Townsend, sheriff; Wm. Parham, years'old, lived with his niece and
-close at 4 Q. M.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky, rear bank
her husband. They went to LawThere are six candidates for alder- and James Campbell, Jr., judges.
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Kirkpatrick's—W.
L. Miller, clerk; renceburg yesterday morning, and did
man, buLonly five are to be nominatM. G. Caldwell, sheriff; Clyde Cooper not return until 5 o'clock in the evenRoom Ita Fraternity Building.
ed from the city at large.
ing, when to their -horror they discov- New Phone 114.
Old Phone 303.
In the nominations for councilmen and W. E. Walters, judges.
Savage's—Jas S. Caldwell, clerk; ered NW York', corpse lying on a
.one is to be nominated from the First
J ward, one from the Second, one from W. C. Bradley, sheriff; J. A. Dossett. sofa in the hall, with his head blown
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
off. A shotgun was doubtless the
the Third, two from the Fourth, two and J. P. Holt, judges.
Yancy's—Miles
Stewart,
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
clerk; J. weapon used.
from the Fifth and one from the
N. Moore, sheriff; J. B. Gilbert and
Bloodhounds have been procured, OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Sixth.
.
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
and search is being made for the
For school trustees, one is to be W. N. Hines, judges.
ChalWs—Lewis Farrar, clerk; J. C. murderers.
Phone 196. acsoYs Broadway,
nominated from the First ward, one
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
from the Second, one from the Third, Lindsey, sheriff; Jo Mattison and J.
PADUCAH, KY.
two from the Fourth, one from the H. Linn, judges.
HORSE COMES HOME
Dry Hot Air Baths given when inFifth and one from the Sixth. S9 far 'Glauber's—John Ketler, clerk; TerAFTER LONG ABSENCE. dicated.
rell
Overstreet,
sheriff;
E.
B.
Rich-'
in
chanee
one
only
is
reported there
the election officers. In the Rogers ardson and M. V. B. Williams, judges.
Frankfort, Ky., Aug. 194—John Dick
North side Court House—Jesse erson, a farmer residing in Owen coun
precinct Mr. James Wilcox will serve
Utman, clerk; D. E. Lewis, sheriff; ty near the Franklin tine, was much
in place of Mr. Arthur Bailey.
Jo
Ulman and S. J. Hinton, judges.
candiof
list
following
is the
The
surprised yesterday to find at his barn
Schmidt's—H. A. Katterjohn, clerk; door a horse which had strayed or
dates for the respective offices:
J. A. Cole, sheriff; R. J. Williams and been stolen from him eight years ago.
Aldermen.
Sam Sneed, judges. .
The animal had not been seen in the
DaDick
Ed Nance, L. E. Durrett,
Southside Court House, No. 2—F. reig-hborhoocf since its disappearance.
vis, H. M. Orme, W. M. Kraus and G.
Rudolph, clerk; J. M. Hedges, Several neighbors of Dickerson identiA. W. Greif.
sheriff; H. G., Brazelton and G. M. fied the horse as his property.
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THE
Police Judge.
Kettinger, judges.
CAMP.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
D. L. Sanders and Geo. C. Diuguid. Diegel's--J. J. Roof, clerk; J. Q.
Paducahans Win.
Councilmen.
Thompson, sheriff; F. S. Digel and
A ,Paducah firm is again a successFirst Ward—S. B. Gott, Fred Gall- Jo Locksvopd. judges.
firl bidder in a big contract. Mr.
mon, Walter Pelt.
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL A RRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
Soutbside Fire Department—W. T. Charles Robertson has returned from
Second Ward—John Rehkopf and Byrd, clerk; R. Hs Veen°, sheriff;
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY.
Hopkinsville, where his firm, RobertJo Flasch.
Charles Etter and mo. Leech, judges. son dr Gardner, landed a $225,000 conThird Ward—Ed Gilson and Geo.
Sotithside Courtshouse, No. 1—J. tract to build seven mike of sanitary
Walters.
H. Wilcox, clerk; Judge Beth-shares, sewerage. There were several big
Fourth Ward—Young Taylor, Chas. theriff; J. M. Hart and I. M. An- competitors. The Paducah
firm exM. Leake and Ernest Lackey.
derson, judges.
pects to begin the work August 28th,
Fifth Ward—W. P. Huthmel, J. P. Rutier's—G. 0. Ingram, clerk; W. and complete it in
six months.

BARRY & HENNEBERGER
BOTH PHONES

Excursions
+++++++++++++

$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.

WU.UU

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,

PRIMARY MONDAY
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THE REGISTER

democratic paper, whose editor is a
native of Tennessee, but a citizen of
Kentucky, in which the editor points
out what, to his, mind, are points of
resemblance in conditions prevailing.
As he draws the picture in clear and
vigorous English, it is not one that
should excite pride in the bosom of
men of either state. As he sees, both
states are machine-ridden commonwealths, and the political waters in
which whales once lived and thrived
and commanded admiration, are now
inhabited by minnows and tadpoles.
If the world is to judge by those seen
in public life, there are many great
men in both states under ground; but
not many above ground.

'111111INIMMINMEMIM,

as the conference declared haanother
resolution.
"There seems' no doubt that those
PUBLISHED BY THE
who thus agreed on a poli4y of grave
!REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
moment constitute a large majority of
(Incorporated)
the whole people. The only difference
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
among us is on the method that may
be be'st to pursue. There is no shade
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
of difference as to the end,
12CBERT S. WILHELM.. Secretary.
"In this condition the \ita1 thing is THIS TIME CUSTOMS
action by the law-making body, not
GRAFTERS ARE POUND
Entered at the postoffice of Paduallowing those who oppose all action
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
to defeat .it because its supporters do
not t.gree on detail of method. The Discrimination in Matter of Rates
Terms to Subscribers.
Causes Shippers to Send WrapOne Year
$5.00
only way to determine how far any
pers as Fillers.
Six Months
2.50
method will prove efficacious is to try
Three Months
Lae
i!. No one ever yet crossed a river
One Week
10
TO THOSE THAT ARE INTERESTED IN NEAT__BED COVERby sitting odwn on the bankgand gaz- TREASUR
Y DEPARTMENT
ING
WE THINK IT WOULD BE WISE TO CALL AND GIVE OUR
Anyone failing to receive this paper
"There are more grafters in some irg longingly at the delectable fields
TO INVESTIGATE. LINE A THOROUGH INSPECTION.
YOU CAN FIND EVERYregularly should report the matter to states than there are in Kentucky and on the other side.
THING THAT IS GOOD AND DESIRABLE.
The Register office at once.
Tele- Tennessee,
body
whose
"A
judgment
'
t-entitled
and bigger ones; our
phone Cumberland 318.
grafters even partake largely of the to the highest respect has? -declared
Was-hington, D. C., Aug. 19.—The
SPREAD, SIZE 76a138, AT $2.75
petty variety. Both states have been that the needed reform is Ittainable United States Tobacco Journal of
New
York
City,
the
leading
tobacco
'without
EACH.
injury
to
the helpless victims of machine govindustry, trade or
trade paper, today calls attention to a
the
wages
of
labor.'
ernment, not of choice, but on account
A HIGH GRADE MARSEILLES
peculiar state of affairs in the customs
"The law-makers' duty is to act or division of the treasury
oi the complacency of the people,
BED
department,
SPREAD WITH FRINGE,
their indifference to their conditions at once prove this judgment mis- which is sow under investigation by
SIZE 76590, AT $348 EACH.
a
that department.
and their indisposition to engage in taken."
Sunday Morning, Aug. 20, 1905.
A FRINGED BED SPREAD, SIZE
If
facts
the
already
in
possession
the
The
conditiona
could be no more
cleaing of the Augean stable. But
of the Tobacco Journal are supplePLAIN BED SPREADS 72:76 IN- 76x88, AT $1.50 EACH.
conservativ
e
nor
stronger
there are signs of an awakening.
stated. mented by details procured
by the CHES AT 75c EACH. NICE
Public Men of Today.
There are a great many people who Such admissions from a leatUng repub- treasury agents the scandal promises
Never before in the history of this are tired of having their business that lican paper should encourage the peo- to be one that will put those in the dRADE 76x84 INCHES AT $1.35
country have conditions equalled should be well done, poorly done by ple to expect the tariff reform which postoffice and other departments in EACH. 72s134 INCH SPREADS
INCH
those of today in the Matter of public those who don't know how and don't is necessary to the welfare of the peo- the shade, as it is possible the gov- AT $i.00 EACH. 76x90
ernment has been defrauded of han- SPREADS AT $148. A FINE
IMple
and
the
affairs.
continued prosperity of dieds of
men and the conduct of public
care. When the people of these and of
thousands of dollass in rev- ITATION
OF
THE
REAL
the
country.
MARGraft and corruption are to be found all the other states arise in their
ert-11e.
The whole matter hinges on the clas SEILLES—SIZE 76,018, AT $2 oo
on every hand and the daily exposures might and resolve that the machine
It would appear from last night's
sification
of Cuban leaf tobacco, which EACH.
the
heralded by the press are causing
product shall be ruled out of the mar- reports that
if there is peace in the fair pays 35 cent; per pound duty as filler
American people to wonder how long ket, it will be done. Then conditions
A
A FEW MEN'S SHIRTS THAT
VERY
PRETTY
LIGHT
East it will have io come through leaf and $1.85 per pound duty as wrap
this sort of thing will last. We will will prevail that will open the way for
WEIGHT
WERE
DIMITY
BED
WORTH $1.00 EACH, CUT
SPREAD,
suggestion or influence of the powers. per leaf. The difference of $1.50 per
answer that problem for them. It the coming of greater and better men
76x.88
TC)
pound
INCHES,
75c
on'hundred
EACH.
AT
-pound
$2.5o
THESE ARE GOOD
bales
imEACH.
It is pretty clear that both the Rusported in lots of from 5o to 500 bales
will last just as long, and grow worst into public life."
VALUES.
AN
sians and the Japanese are of the met- is sufficiently
IMITATION
OF
MARlarge to lead to frequent
and worse until the citizen appreciates
tle to fight it out with bull dog tenac- attempts so pass wrapper leaf through SAILLES, 76:88 INCHES, AT $240
his 'vote at its true value, and learn
Tariff Reform Is Necessary.
ity rather than to show the white the customs house as filter, and as to- EACH.
that unless he, in cormnon with the
The reciprocity.00nvention held in feather too plainly. But the powers bacco is a very difficult product to
A VERY FINE MARSEILLES
good people, takes it upcn himself to
properly classify, the opportunity for
Chicago the past week most favorably are moving in the matter and there
BED
SPREAD,SIZE 76a90, AT $3.69
fraud
has long been recognized and
seeak out and act for his country's
impressed the Chicago Chronicle, may yet be a cesrnpromlie of differen- the department has for years favored FACH.
good that the whole governmental
which is decidedly republican. The ces and a cessation of the war already a uniform rate of duty, which would
fabric will become so pollutediand rotA VERY FINE BED SPREAD
Chronicle thinks the actions of the h:storical for its flow of blood and de- eliminate the incentive for this fraud.
WITH
CUT CORNERS,SIZE 76x.88.
ten that the world will be convinced
The case now under investigation 16
conference worthy of :Weight espec- struction of property.
that a republican form of government
that of a shipment of more than too AT $2.75.
WE STILL HAVE A FEW OF
ially because of the character of the
bale; of tobacco, to8 to be exact, from
is a delusion and a snare. Millions of
FRINGED BED SPREAD. AN THOSE EXCELLE
delegates, and it significantly points
NT VALUES IN
a small manufacturing concern in EXCELLE
good citizens suffer themselves to be
NT QUALITY, AT 99c
MEN'S FANCY HOSE AT roc
Tampa. Fla., to a large firm ofseigar EACH.
to the fact that the delegation Was
guelled into the question of party polmanufacturers in New York City.
"essentially i republican," adding in
EACH. COME IN AND GET
itics, and permits the professional polGREEN
AND
PINK
BED SOME.
plain words that a body whose judgWas Being Investigated.
itician and blatherskite so play upon
ment is entitled to the highest re- WILL MAKE CAMP YEISER A
The circumstances under which this
what he is pleased to call partisanship
QUIET PLACE TODAY.
spects has declared that a needed reshipment was made were sufficiently
and be whipped into line to vote for
suspicious to attract the attention of
form is attainable without injury to
men who are put forward byscertain
officials of the department, and the
industry, trade or wages and it. is up
This Week Gov. Beckham Comes case was being quietly investigated
interests for the sole purpoae of using
to the lawmakers to act or prove the
Again, After Which the First
when the United States Tobacco Jour
him in their behalf after he is inductjudgment of the body a mistake. The
Regiment Departs.
nal became possessed of the facts.
ed into office. A gratfer, a bribe-giver,
Chronicle in an editorial review of the
From information now in the hands of
a bribe-taker or a thief is just as much
the department it appears that some
corvention's declarations says:
a grafter, a bribe-giver, a bribe-taker
The state guards encarrigx.d at Wal- time since a large quantity of tobacco
"The reciprocity conference lately
or a thief be he a democrat or a relace
Park will today have partial rest was shipped from Havana to a small
held in Chicago called together an exfrom the routine work of the camp. manufacturing firm in Tampa, enough
publican, and when a voter pieces his
ceptional body of men as regards both However, they
will observe the mount it is said, to last that firm for over a
party above his country, he is not a
character and ability.
exercises and appear in dress parade year.
good citizen. Political parties are all
Recently the shipment, or almost all A DARK LANTERN, by Robbins.
"From the political point of view it this evening. They will also be lecTHE FUGITIVE BLACKSMITH, by Stewart.
right up to the point where they beof it, was quietly withdrawn, not all at
tured on discipline.
was essentially republican, as was emROSE OF THE WORLD, by the Castles.
come indifferent to the character of
'Though Saturday, like Sunday, is cnce, but in several lots, by the TamCONSTANCE TRESCOTT, by Mitchell.
inensly proper, inasmuch as the exist- rather a
pa
firm,
and
shipped
to a large New
quiet day in camp life, there
men whom they suffer to be nominatSANNA, by M. E. Wrller.
ing tariff policy of the country is a were many spectators out from
the York firm of manufacturers, the total
ed, but whenever the active men dePAM. by Von Hutton.
work of the republican party. There city, especially during the dress pa- amount being to8 bales. If this tobacliberately plan to
conduct entries
co
filler
is
department
leaf
rade
the
asll
drill.
This
is
particularty
was in it a sufficiently large reprean atfor the nominations so as to saddle
have no criticism to make, but if it
tractive feature to the ladies.
sentation of practical politics and prac
wafters and bribe-givers or bribeThe second visit of Gov. Beckijana should prove to be wrapper leaf, there HUNDREDS OF OTHER
GOOD BOOKS AT REDUCED PRICES.
tical law-making to safeguard the will be made
Wednesday, when he will be much trouble, for something NOW DON'T YOU FORGET IT: IF YOU HEAR A
upon the party, right there and then
PIECE OF MUbody from mere visionary theorizing will review the regiment. His com- like $15,000 difference in duties is inSIC THAT IS NEW AND GOOD WE HAVE IT IN STOCK.
de rank and file of that party should
volved.
ing
is
about unpractical things, and mainly
looked forward to with interright about face and walk over to the
Three important firms arz connectit was made up of inert who have est both by the soldiers and the pubother side anal make the defeat of such
ed with the transaction. The liavana
lic. r
proved their efficiency and sagacity in
gentry certain and sure. When this is
On the 240h the First regiment will firms consigning the tobacco, the Tam
the actual industrial and commercial take its
NORTH THIRD STREET, Half Block off Broadway.
departune from camp, and on pa firm first receivin'g it and the New
done our public affairs will soon be
York
which
development of the country.
was
firm
to
finally
it
the
26th
the
Third
regiment
will come
in the hands of honest men. As matshipped. The New York and Havana
"It is obvious that such a body of for a ten-days' stay. The Third is
ters now stand we are gradually
composed of companies from Owens- firms are large and important houses,
reaching the point Where men of re- men, of upright character, strong na- boro, Bowling Green, Hopkinsville, and as the New York firm has Havspectability. would no more think of tive sense and much actual business ex Henderson. Mnyfield,
Earlington, ana connections, and the Havana firm
running for an office. than they would perience, must be far better equipped Central City and Madisonville, under ships direct to New York, the treasury
the command of Col. Juett Henry, of department is at a loss to understand 130 SOUTH THIRD ST,
of invading a land of peatilence and for the "cottsid.ration of commercial
PADUCAH. K1%
Hopkinsville, and Lieut. Col. E. H. why the Havana leaf dealers should
contagious diseases, and as a conse- and industrial questions than our con- Watt, of 'Bowling
have shipped to the N e w York cigar
Green.
quence we are now well into the era gress or than any other body made up
The corning and Stay of the Third manufacturers through a Tampa firm,
of small bore public men especially in without these special considerations. regiment will close the encampment ei-pecially as freight charges are so
Kentucky and Tennessee, a subject so
"One may, therefore, fairly regard season, much to the regret of the much higher by water and rail than by
participants and many Paducabans water alone.
slay treated by the
Knoxville, it as about as conclusive as when a
The New _York cigar leaf board of
who have come to find pleasure and
(Tenn.) Journal and Tribune of a learned court has handed down a de- profit
trade is greatly interested in the matin the encampment.
important firms of cigar manufactur"Hello!! and How-do-yon-Dor
few days ago which said:
ter and will probably call it to the atcision of any legal problem that on
ors have either removed from New
tention of the National Cigar Tobacco
"Kentucky and Tennessee were for the main question this body declared
Realty Transfers.
(Apsonymoes.)
Association, of which A. Bijtn, of New York and other large cities to Tampa
a good many years very much like urequivocally, in the third article of
Key West or have established If you see a man
York is president. The---effoisar.a.of and
in woe,
More deeds were filed yesterday both organizations reside in Niew blanch factories there.
twin sisters Kentucky is, however, its platform, as the resolutioni adoptWalk riglee, up and say "Hello!"
As there is but little difference in Say "Heller'!" and
four years the senior of Tennessee, ed may be called, That it is the sense with the county clerk for record than York City.
"}low do you do?"
any day of last week. They were as
the freight rates on the raw material Say it so it rings out
true.
as a state, having COMe into the sis- of this convention that our present
lfetween Havana and New York and •
follows:
Long Under Suspicion.
terhood in 1792, while Tennessee tariff affords abundant opportunity for
'Havana and Tampa, and the labor con Slap the fellow
Brack Owen and others, to Charles
on his back—
The clear Havana Manufacturer As;
came in four years later, in 1796. The such concessions without injury to in- Gilman, property in Rowiandtown,
ditions in New York are vastly super- Bring your
sociation of the United States which
hand down with a whack;
ior to those of Tampa, the trade is Don't be
pdpulation of the one when admided dustry, trade or the wages 'of labor.' $110.
slow—walk right up, shake,
has also its headqtfarters in New York
suspicious that the classification of
D.
R.
Thompson
Gordon,
to
P.
M..
smile and say "Hello!'
as a state yes almoa4 the same as the - "The concessions referred to arc deand which includes the leading manutobacco at the Florida ports has
property in county, $goo.
facturers of Clear Havana cigars in leaf
other, each having about 75.000. There clared necessary to relieve the 'strainW. H. Morris to John W. Morris, this country, is also very much inter- something to do with thc case.
If heags from top to toe.
is no great difference in the area of ed situation' brought on by the exces- land in county, $500.
Wel& tight up and say "Hello!"
ested. The Washington representathe two states, but Kentucky is ahead sive rates in our present
Frank Stevenson and wife to J. C. tive of this association admitted today
UNINTERESTING BUSINESS.
Poverty is no disgrace;
tariff. ConOgden, lot in Taylor and Mpcquot's that he was aware the treasury departof us some in population.
Look at him straight in the face.
cessions, therefore, mean reduction of
addition, $500.
ment was investigating the matter, The City Court Yesterday Grew Sud- Rags are but a cotton roll,
"Kentucky has had some 0:Teat men those rates, and that ranges from a
M. M. Willett to Jasper Yospp, land but declined to discuss it for publicadenly Very Dull.
Just for wrapping up a soul,.
•
I
.
in the past, and they were about as reduction of the smallest
fraction of a in the county, $7oo.
And a soul is worth a true "Hello?" v
tion. He stated, however, that he unpopular in Tennessee as they were at cent to the very least margin
Jasper
land
Willett,
Yopp
to
M.
M.
Special judge D. A. Cross had very
derstood that tobacco landed on the
short of
and "How do you dor
in the minty, $1,000.
home. Henry Clay was the idol of entire abrogation and. no
piers of New York direct from Cuba little business on the docket yesterdoubt induct
--41 0111111111111111
Kate Donovan and John Donovan. was likely to 'be in better condition day morning when he convened city Other folks are as
the Tennesisee whigs and in 1844 the ing abrogation
good as you;
in some cases.
to W. 0. Mlartin, property on north than when landed at Tartvpa, kept court. There were only three cases Say "Hello!" and "How
electoral vote of the state was cast
do" you do?"
"On the central and vital fact that side of Jefferson street, $350.
and they were disposed of Say it, too, as though Itivere meant—
some time in a bonded warehouse and before
for Clay against her own illuetrions the „present tariff imperatively
needs
Surely that don't cost a cent.
then shipped by 'rail to New York, so in quick time.
son, James K. Welk. Kentucky got reforming—that is to say, reducing—
The announcement is made at Flor- that he could not - understand why
"Peanut" Jack Crane, for a good old Fortune's fickle; some dark day
even with us in 186o by casting her and that that ne..d for reduction is the ence, Ala., that the I. C. railroad com- erough tobacco to make one million fashion boost vaeation was allowed to Poverty May cross yOur wati
pany is behind the prolect to build. cigars, if it is filler leaf, should have sober and given a bracer at the rate And 'twould then be sweet yea, know,
electoral vote for Tennessee's John cause of the commercial hostility
so
to hear an old friend say
Eel}, against her own distinguished widely felt towards us and so itapidly the recently surveyed Industrial rail- been shipped to New York under such of $t and costs.
road from Dickson, Tenn., to Flor- circumstances.
Emma Toliver, a black spot on col' "Hello!"
son, Jo, it C. Breckenridge. There taking shape in active measures—
on ence. The announcement gives the
The inspection of tobacco at Tampa ored "aawsitty," was dismissed on the
.A
has alw s been a close feeling of these points we are all agreed.
people of Florence great faith in the and Key West has long been tinder charge of stealing a comb from Steph—The piping for the storffi water
affinity
wen the two states.
sewers. for Kentucky avenue and Jef"We are all agreed that action ultimate building of the projected the suspicion of tobacco trade in gen- on's drug store.
Jack Kelley was allowed to go on ferson street ha arrived and t being
eral and the treasury department hag
"In anot
oolurrne we copy an ed- should be taken to remedy these con- line.
been keeping close tab on it. During his way rejoicing. He was, arrested placed on thp tround prrat or, to
itorial from the Paducah Register, a Oitions 'at the earliest time' possible,'
roc a Week for The
the past few years a number of more for throwing a dead dog in the river. beginning war% lorandhploi
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Li EX-GOV. "BOB" TAYLOR
Ir.

•

At

Kentucky,Monday Night,Aug. 21•

For The Benefit of The Paducah Traveling Mens' Association. The Subject of His Lecture
Will Be His Famous

"CASTLES IN THE AIR."

OVERE OUR
:VERY -

"Bob" Taylor, as he is familiarly called by everyone in the South, is one of the most eloqu
ent and Popular men
on the lecture platform and in public life. He is deservedly popular in Paducah and should
be enthusiastically
received. His new lecture is conceded to be his best. Everybody should go out to hear
him.

EILLES
RINGE,
I.

ADMISSION, 25, 50 AND 75 CENTS

iD, SIZE

NOW ORGANIZED
; THAT
!H, CUT
GOOD

A. E. CO.'S HANDSOME OFFICE
Thoroughly Reconstructed and Modernized in All Respects.

LIVELY ROWS

THE CORONER CONTEST.
Promise Good for Candidates Galore
and Lively Race.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Most

NEW 'HEALTH BOARD GETS IT- 'One of the handsomest offices of WHITE MEN FIGHT AND ONE
The contest for the democratic nom MEETING OF
BOARD OF TRUSSELF IN SHAPE FOR
its character in the state and the
USES BRICK ON THE
illation for coroner promises to prove
TEES'CALLED FOR MONWORK.
.t I
most complete in every detail is the
OTHER.
quite interesting. Chairman A. W.
DAY NIGHT.
office of the American Express ComEerry, A the democratic, committee,
pany in this city. It is as handsomely
announces that he will call the comDr. C. H. Brothers is Made Chair- furnished and in appearance looks Negroes Indulge in Muss and One is mittee together the latter part
of the Next Month the Schools
like a bank,.
man—Quarantine Question Is
Open and
month to decide on.the manner of seSlightly Stabbed With
•
Promise Is for an Increase of
,The
work
of
placing
this office in
Again Up, but Deferred.
keting the nominee.
Pocket Knife.
Scholars.
ita present condition required almost
Mr. Charles Crow, son of J. F.
two months of continuous labor by
Crow, deceased, the late coroner, will
The board of health which was the most skillful mechanics. Those
'Douglas Mains and ,Bob Tidwell, be a candidate for the nomination and
There will be a called meeting toelected at the joint council meeting who saw the office in its former con- both young white men, engaged in v.ill so announce tomorrow probably.
dition
would
(hardly
morrow
recognize
the
night at 8 o'clock, of the
We carry an extensive assortMr.
Friday night, met and organized yesC. W. Emery is being mentionan altercation yesterday afternoonkat
ment of most fragrant perfumes
as a probable candidate, while Mr. school board. The session will be held
terday afternoon.
Those present present office- as at least being with- Fifth and Norton streets. The en—both American and foreign—
were: Mayor D. A. Yeiser. Health in the same room. At the front is counter was moving a:ong very brisk- Mann Clark sand Harry Allen are al- at the high schoot building. Dr. Harassortments which include the
pfficer W. T. Graves, Drs. J. G. Mira laagerwall, the local agent's pri- ly, the only weapons used being their ready avowed aspirants for the nom- ty Williamson issued the call Saturday afternoon.
• newest and daintiest perfumes
Brooks, H. P. Sights and Abe Ans- vate desk and office, and adjoining it fists, but the tug of war became too ination.
as well as all the old favorite
Among the prospective candidates
The main purpose of the meeting is
pacher. Mayor Yeiser acted as tem- is a neat enclosure supplied with writ- wanm for Mains and securing a brickodors. Prices always reasonporary chairman, and Dr. C. H. ing tabte for guests, especially ladies, bat he struck Tidwell on the head, for coroner is H. Ackerman, the sec- to elect janitors for the various school
able, never excessive.
Brothers was elected president of the as a waiting retreat. The depart- producing an ugly wound. This end- ond-hand dealer of East Kentucky buildings and to select a successor as
ments for the cashier, drivers and
board of health.
ed the battle and Officers Dugan and Iktenue. His friends are urging him teacher to Miss. Kirk, who resigned to
messenger
are
s
separate,
all
under
The matter of quarantining against
Senser appeared and escorted the bel- to enter the handicap and has the mat accept a Louisville position.
All of the city schools will open
the South and all infected districts lock and key, and surrounded with ligerents to the City Hall. Mains is ter under consideration.
next month and a much larger attend, was brought before the board by steel netting. All the fixtures are of employed at the Paducah Furniture
the antique oak variety. A new floor
A CHILD'S MISFORTUNE.
aace than ever before is predicted.
Mhyor Yeiser. There was much disCompany's plant, and Tidwell is a
Drungist
Many families have moved to the city
cussion pro and con, but the action has been put in the building and oth- painter.
L.4
..,was deferred until Monday afternoon, er attractive additions is the wall
Another scrap occurred about the Lost the Left Forearm by a Serious during the past few months, coming
Sixth and Broadway
Fall.
in from all over the country.
when the city and county boards of paper and metallic ceiling, while the same hour at the coal elevator at the
convenien
ces
most
modern
of
are
the
Supt. C. M. Leib is laboring hard to
heakh will 'bold a joint conference
foot of Ohio street. Two negroes
TELEPHONE 63.
kind. No other city the size of PaThe kit forearm of Hattie Davis, get matters
regarding the quarantine question.
pulled off a spectacular drama. John
in shape for the opening
the 5-year-old daughter of W. R. Da- oi the schools.
ducah has such an elegantly equipped
If the overflow of new
Ewell and Sam Benson participated
''Dr. A. T. McCormack, of the State office, and Mr. Lagerwull has just
vis, living near the city on the May- scholars is
rea- in a fight and Benson
even beyond expectations
was stabbed in
'Boarde Health, who is in camp sons
to be proud of his location. It
field road, was amputated yesterday there will be
the left side with a knife in the hands
room to
here, wilibe invited to be present at is the intention
ate
of the American Exby Dr. D. G. Murrell, assisted by Dr. them. Last season theaccommod
high school
the joint meeting of the health press Company to Stake all their of- of Ewell. The injury is not thought J. W.
Pendley.
ff
Jefferson
and Franklin buildings were
to be serious.
boards.
fices in the various Cities of the same
The recollection of the quality of
The child fell from a horse Thurs- overcrowded and
extra rooms were
Dr. Sights and Mr. Anspacher uniformity, and the Paducah office
day and fractured the arm so that the supplied. At
our
prescriptionmemains long after
present there is put one
were named as a committee to inves- will be used as a criterion for the
bones protruded' through the flesh. more room-io the
high school building the price is forgotten.
tigate the recent -charges preferred other..
The injury was so bad that the phy- now occupied
by desks and this is the
against Sanitary Inspector Henry
sicians decided that the arm should one occupied by Supt.
Leib a4 an ofBrush, by Dr. Pendley.
be amputated. The injured member fice. This will be
WILL BE FINISHEIti TUESDAY.
vacated, Mr. Leib
was amputated just above the elbow. has announced, when the
occasion de(Continued from First Page.)
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
Part of Evidence in Murray BankThe girl is a sister of Miss Maud mands, and his office will
NOT THE MAN WANTED.
be moved
ruptcy Case Heard.
Davis, of the Ely Dry Goods Com- to the board of education
7th
and Broadway.
Tel 756.
room.
phia showed they were in no mood pany.
Will Jacket:on Is Released On Charge
Desks will be placed in two rooms
Prescriptions called for and delivreturned
Attorney
to
be
with,
Bagby
trifled
W.
E.
and
then two ReThe mother of the child had placed of the Garfield building this
of Shooting.
week and ered free of charge anywhere in the
last night from Murray, where he publican judges of the Supreme court two of her little daughters on a horse also the rooms of
the Mc McKinley City.
It develops that the negro, Will went as trustee in bankruptcy to hear tore the injunction into tatters, and and was leading the animal when the building in Mechanics
burg, which is
Jackson, who was arrested here a few the testimony in the bankruptcy case then the three eminent lawyers, I horse suddenly turned and caused i/TIOS1 completed
.
days ago by 1611oriff Edwards, of Par- of Will Harris & Co. A portion of hoe haring first received their fees, both children to fall off.
The new changes in school books is
is. on **arrant from Oadsden. Tenn., the ,testimony was presented and the ran away from their own opinion and
applicable only to the county, as the
was not the person wanted. Jackson meeting adjourned until Tuesday, left the two poor judges in a most
Several Local Creditors.
changes for the city went into effect
was charged with shooting at a white when an election of trustees in the unenviable place."
A petition in bankruptcy was filed last season.
PLAIN
LACE
CURTAINS,
'man with intent to ,kill, and was. ta- case will take place. Harris & Co.
yesterday by Walter B. Ford, a merThe only change in city hooks will LAUNDERED, AT 25 CENTS A
ken to Gadsden for identification. recently filed a petition in bankruptcy
Meek Monday Night,
chant at Boaz, Graves county. The hs that the Prang system of drawing PAIR; FANCY, 35 CENTS. BLAN.
Therisaitt severalt negeoes here named giving their liabilities as over $20,000,
The city ootincil will meat Monday liabilities are plactd, at $1,307 and as- Mill be substituted.
KETS, 25 AND 35 CENTS A PAIR.
Will Jackson, and the one arrested with assets amounting to about $18,- night in regular session at which time ssas at $1,127. The Paducah creditors
WE GUARANTEE NOT TO TEAR
several new ordinances will be pre- are: S. Fels & Co., $92; Weak; Bros.
answered in every way to the descrip- 000.
THE FINEST CURTAINS MADE,
Wants a Divorce.
Attorney Joe Grogan, of the city. aented for their initial reading. One 81 Co., $228: Scott Hardware Co., $70; 'After four yeara of
tion sent out by the Tennessee offiPAD. TOILET SUPPLY CO.
married life
cers. 9beriff Harris was very certain also went to attend the meeting as of most importance will be one calling Paducah Glasi and Queen-Aware Co., Frank Andres has instituted a
Old Phone 1215.
suit
for the sale of a, public ferry fran- $68.
that be had captured the right negro. representative of several creditors.
for divorce against his wife, Myrtle
ch;se.
Jackson yesterday telephoned, here
Andres, giving abandonment as his
Five Bicycles Stolen.
An ordinance governing the running
Miss Clyde Johnson, of the East
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Clark and lit! cause for action. This case was filed
to Mr A. C. Blackmill, in willow saThe bicycle thieves. did a land, ofCompany,
Telephone
Tennessee
has
of
stating
the
tie
street
that be
son. Hal, of St. 'Linda, left yes- yesterday in the circuit court.
loon , he was porter,
cars will be read.
fice business yesterday. The disapterday for Lexington, Tenn., after a
had been released from custody and returned from a visit to Mit. Vernon,
pearance of five bicycles in one day
Ind.
icic • Week for The Register.
vilt to Capt. and Mrs. W. C. Clark.
was en route to Paducah.
Subscribe for the Register.
was reported to police headquarters.
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Only 12 Days More Before Coal Prices Advance
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Order Now and Save 2 Cents a Bushel.
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THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATED.)

s. C. M. BUDD, Manager
Second and Ohio Streets.
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We Are Not Weighing Cost Now on•
Any Remaining Summer Merchandise

HeaC
goods.
etc, etc

There is only one question about it: What price will sell it and sell it quick? When that's decided upon the lots soon
melt away. Never were better trading chancesoffered in any store than are offered right now in this store. Come see them

.

b

fourth, a third and a half less than also striped cheviots and will be sold 498
No let up on our great sale of rem- each.
each.
A big sale of women's shoes with
nants at cut prices.
McCall's September Magazzine at 5c value. Not enough of a kind to quote at Si a pair.
$1.00 railroad overalls and jumpers sofe kid uppers and flexible soles, at
prices. You'll miss a bargain if you One case of men's
$!.00, $1.25, $1.50 and !basso a pair.
Short length brown Domestic at 5c, McCall's stylish patterns at 15c.
Madras Shirts in at 75e each.
miss them,
fsst colors, at 25c each.
Women's Red Cross shoes, with
worth se.
WOMEN'S SKIRTS REDUCED.
rubber heels, for this sale at only $1.00
A
GREAT
CUT
PRICE
SALE
OF
Lawns
at
3
/
1
4
c
a
yard.
Scctch
One lot of boys' knee pants suits,
CLOTHING.
a pair. Be quick if you want these
SHOES, SLIPPERS AND OXThe Skirts you'll need, the skirts
ages
5 to 15, worth $x 75 to $2 oo, go
Handsome steel ribbed silk UmbrelIf
comfortable shoes at this little price.
you
don't
buy
clothing here you
FORD TIES.
you'll want. Our August prices are
in this sale at Si a suit.
las at $1 each.
a great saving. Many are a fourth don't buy clothing right.
Extraordinary bargains in men's A SALE AF
CHILDREN'S FINE
The biggest bargains of the season and a third less than actual value. To Men's suits in fancy Worsteds, Fine straw and Panama hats at cost. Oxford Ties at $x.35, $2.00 and $2.5o,
KID SCHOOL SHOES AT
Men's
sample
fur hats at $1, worth worth up to $3.50 a pair.
in blue and white bead Necklaces at not buy during this sale is to lose double-breasted and mifitary cuts,
CUT PRICES.
double.
5c, sold by ethers at TOC and 15c money.
worth $1500 to iti6.00 Choice $1o.00.
An unprecedented but low price sale Sizes 6,
61
/
2, 7, 7% and 8 at 72c a
each.
Fine
leather
suit cases, worth $4,
We are making a clean sweep of Just received one case of men's
of women's Oxford Ties and Slippers pair. Sizes 8%, g, 954, zo, to% and
for
$2.98
each.
Another lot of women's pretty Women's Shirtwaists.
Such Shirt- pants bought at a bargain. This lot
at 75c, $1.00 and $1.25 a pair, some of 77 at goc a pair. Sixes ti%, 12, 12%,
white Belts and Collars for only ioe waist bargains are rare indeed.
A includes fancy and black worsteds, Fine $7.00 leather suit cases for which are worth up to $3.00 a pair.
13. 13%. I, I% and 2 at $t. a pair.

7t1

J. X.}

HEN

ROOff

4ng, 523

Pract
state.

Harbours' Department Store

Half Square from B'way

N. Third St.
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lion of the Gosudarstvennia Douma
and when the course of events shall
have shown the necessity-s-I0 the
changes corresponding completely to
the needs of the times and the welfare
of'the Empire, we shall not fail to
give at the proper moment the necessary directions.
Blessing Invoked.
"We are convinced that those who
shall have been elected by confidence
NATIONAL CONSULTATIVE
ASSEMBLY ESTABLISHED. of the whole people and who will thus
be called upon to participate in the
legislative work of the government
will show themselves in the eyes of
First Meeting of the New Assembly
all Russia to be worthy of the imWill be Held the Corning
perial trust in the virtues of which
they have been invited to co-operate
January.
in this great work, and that, in perfect harmony with our other institutions and authorities of the states esTHE PEOPLE WIN A
tablished by us, they will contribute
DELAYED VICTORY. profitably
and zealously to our labors
for the well being of our common
mother, Rfissia, and for the strengthSt. Petersburg, Aug. 19.—Emperor ening of the Empire, the security and
Nicholas has announced the grant to the prosperity of the people."
the people of Russia of a national
''In invoking the blessing of the
consultative assembly, to be formed Lord on the labors of the instituby elected representatives from the tion established by
and with unwhole of Russia. The imperial mani- shakeable confidence in the grace of
festo, which is published simultane- God and in the infallibility of the
ously here and at Moscow, and which great historical destinies reserved by
will
"
te read in all the churches of the Divine Providence for our beloved
em re, is dated at Peterhof, and is fatherland we firmly hope that, with
r Ars" follows 7
the help of God Almighty and with
) "The Empire of Russia is formed the combined efforts of all her sons.
and strengthened by the indestructi- Russia will emerge triumphantly from
ble solidarity of the Emperor with the trying ordeals through which she
sostie,pepple and of the people with the is now passing and will be borne
EnsperCirT-Ithis concord of tmperor again in the strength, the greatness
and people is the great moral force and the glory of her history, extendwhich has created Russia in the ing through a thousand years.
. course of centuries by protecting her
"Given at Peterhof, this 19th day of
from all misfortunes and all attacks, August, in the year of grace, 1905,
and has constituted up to the present and the eleventh year of.our reign,
time a pledge of unity, independence
"NICHOLAS."
integrity, material well-being and in
Purpose of Body.
tellectual development.
Many of the main features governji "In our manifesto of Feb. 24, 1903, ing the elections to and the proceedwe cal•led to a close understanding all ings and the powers of the national
the faithful sons of the fatherland in assembly have already been called in
el
order to protect the organization of these dispatches.
the state by establishing on a firm
The paragraph of the first section
basis the domestic life of the Empire, sets out the purpose of the new legisand then we devoted ourselves to the lative body as follows:
task of co-ordinating elective public
"The Douma is established for the
institutions with governmental au- preiiminary study and discussion of
thorities and of removing the •disa- legislative appropriations, which, acgreements existing between thera cording to the fundamental laws, go
Which has reached so disastrously on tip through the council of the Empire
the normal course of our national life. to the supreme autocratic authori"The autocratic Empetors, our an- ty."
cestors, continually had that abject
Paragraphs 2 and 3 explain the
in view, and the time has come to fol- composition and organization of the
low out their good intentions and to Douma, which is to be formed of
summon elected representatives from members "elected by the population
the who:e of Russia to take constant of the Russian Empire, in accordance
end active part in the elaboration of with the election regulations.
the laws, thereby attaching to the
The term of Douma is to be five
higher state institutions a special con- years. but it can be dissolved by the
sultative body entrusted with the pre- Emperor. There is to be a general
liminary elski
e Douma will also meet
of the measures and with the exams by sections, the length of the sessions
nation of the state budget.
being determined by the Emperor.
The president and upper officials are
A Lower Assembly.
be elected by the members.
to
"It is for this reason that, while
Paragraph 19 of section 3 provides
preserving the fundamental law rethe Douma shall
garding the autocratic power, we that "members of
exchanging their
in
enjoy
freedom
Gosuto
form
a
have deemed it well
matters,
within the comopinions
on
darstvennaia Douma (Lower House
are not to be
of the Assembly), and to approve the petency of the body and
the
electors."
to
responsibls
'regulations for elections to the DemSeveral sections are devoted to the
me, extending the validity of these
to be enjoyed by the
exemptions
laws to the whole territory of the
the reasons for the ocand
mehebers
only
as
exceptions
Empire with the
they can be dewhich
on
casions
may be considered necessary in tlt.
membership.
their
lof
prived
,
spein
Which
case of some religions
Regulations Prescribed.
cial conditions obtain.
the
and chiefs of departments
participation
in
Mlinisters
'AS regards the
labors of :he Goroderstvennia Douma cannot be members of the Douma,
of delegates from the grand duchy of but they can attend its sessions and
Finland on questions concerning the make explanations or delegate that
Empire in general and the grand right to others.. The Douma can-deeltichy in particular, we will take spe- mend explanations from the ministers. Section 5 deals with the comdal measurer,
"At the sense time we have ordered petence of the Douma, which is as
the minister of the interior to sub- follows:
A.—All questions relating to new
mit immediately for our approbatione
regulations for the elections to the laws or to the modification, applicaDouma,.so that deputies from fifty tion or temporary suspension or regovernments and from the military peal of existing laws, and also relatprovince of the Don may he able to ing to appointments made on the staff
assemble not later than the middle of lof ministers and the expenditures
'thereby involved. '
January, t906.
"Wk reserve to ourselves entirely' 11,—Dtepartmentat ministerial and
The tare of perfecting the organza- !national budgets, also other expendis

KEEPS HIS WORD

Emperor Nicholas Grants
Reforms to Russia.

-4:
..,

i

A

tures not provided therein.
C.—The financial report of the
Comptroller of the Empire.
D.—The appropriation of any portion of the revenues or property of
the state.
E.—The construction of railways
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware deby the state.
F.—Questions regarding the orpartment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
ganization of stock companies involving exceptions from existing legislastock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
tion.
G.—Matters submitted by imperial
decree.
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gra nThe Douma has jurisdiction in the
matter of taxation in the provinces
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
where there are no Zemstvos, also in
the raising of the rate above that
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
fixed by the Zemstvos and City
Councils.
leading houses of the country.
The Douma will have initiative in
the matter of appeal or modification
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with leado fold' and the adoption of new laws,
but the fundamental laws of admininghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
istration are not to be touched by it
The ministers and chiefs of departDont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
ments and the secretary of the Empire will submit questions to the Douma for discussion.
Method of Procedure.
Ma.ny sections are devoted to the
method of procedure. The public will
not be admitted to the sessions. Representatives of the newspapers will he
admitted by the president to open
sessions, the latter being ordered by
the general session or by the president, or at the request of a minister,
when he has a question to submit involving a national secret. Reports of
the meeting may be published by the
The urban and provincial assempresident after passing the Douma
blies
will N'ote for deputies to the
bills will go to the council of the EmDouma by secret ballot, which also
pire and then to the Emperor.
Should the Douma and the Council applies to the subsidiary election..
of the Empire disagree, the question
LIVINGSTON'S JAIL BIRDS.
at issue will be submitted to a joint
commission. Should this bring no
conclusion, the question again will be Make Another Unsuccessful Attempt
•
to Secure Freedom.
submitted to the Council of the EmTHE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER *-TE-A
pire. Should the Emperor call atThe prisoners in the Smithland jail EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN
tention to delays in the consideration
PAPER
of any specific question, the Council P re determined to make their escape
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
of the Empire shall appoint a date on for good, it seems.
The fourth successive attempt was.
which the Dolma must reach a conFOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLOclusion, failing which the Council of made Friday by the prisoners to sewere
they
cure , their freedom, but
the Empire wild act alone.
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
Legislative bills may be introduced again unsuccessful. Jim Cowan and
when indorsed by thirty members. J;m Wells, two men who are in jail ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 2%c PER SINGLE ROLL,
Should a minister differ with the for murder had once more in some un- OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL,
ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
Douma respecting a bill, and the Dou- known manner secured files and saws
ma in general session pass the bill and had one bar partly cut in two DESIGN
ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, loc, 15C, 20C
by a two-thirds majority the question when discovered by Jailer Threlkeld.
will be referred to the Emperor. Re- The prisoners were immediately lodg- AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
lating to the electoral system the ed in different cells.
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
A few months ago three prisoners
project states that elections are holdfrom
the
prison but were re- DESIGNS IN CORNICE
able—firstly, in the provinces and ter- escaped
AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COLritories; secondly, in the principal captured after several days and later
a
second
attempt
was
almost
success- OR AND LOVELY AFFRINQED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL _
towns, which are named. In Poland,
Siberia, the Caucasus, Turkestan and ful. The tads which have been used
some provinces special regulations to saw and prize the 'bars in two have COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
will govern the elections. The total been handed to the prisoners by some JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY
LATEST DEmembership vrill be 412, of which outside person, and a close watch is
twenty-eight will be returned by the being kept to detect the guilty party. SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
Jailer Threlkeld, of Sinithland. was
towns.
in the city yesterday but would not OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN- .
Provincial Electoral College.
reveal the purpose of his visit, but it DOW SHADES, CANVAS,
TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
The election in the provinces and is
thought that he surmises who has
territories will be affected by a provbeen furnishing the tools to the prison PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
incial electoral college, chosen; firstly,
ers and that he may be located in Paby the land owner; secondly, by urBE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
dttcah.
ban electors, and thirdly, by delegates
The jail will soon be repaired and GIVE YOU THE BEST
VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
of the peasantry. Women, men unstrengthened so that there will be no
der 25 years old, students, sailors, more fear
of escapes.
soldiers, bankrupts and persons convicted of crimes or desertion shalt
Potter Bank Failure.
not 'have the right to vote. GovernLouisville,
Ky., Aug. 19.—Jacob
ors and the police can not vote when
they are exercising their functions. Solinger and James R. Duffin, attorLand owners, mine owners, and own- neys in the involuntary bankruptcy
t4
ers of industrial establishments of a proceedings against the assigeed
banking
coMpany
of
P.
J.
Potter's
minimum value of $7,500 and clergy
owning lands are qualified to vote in Sons, Bowling Green, filed answer in
the fedetel court here to the charges
the electoral assemblies.
In the urban electoral assemblies brought against them in the bank's
owners of lands of a minimum vaine response. They deny that tilos* signof $750, and owners of industrial ing the petition to throw the concern
properties of the first category are into bankruptcy had entered into a
qualified. The peasantry electoral as- frauditslent conspiracy, with ar, 'Sosembly shall consist of two delegates linger to divide the latter"s fee or
from each canton, chosen ,,by the thnr Mr. Duffin has nthrepresented
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW WHAT
you
peasants belonging to the cantonal the facts to one creditor to persuade
WANT.
and agricultural corporations. In him to join in the petition. A furIt is pretty well understood that you can buy your school books and
cities, Which are named, owners of ther list of creditors is 'tided to the
real estate of the value of $1.500 and petition. '
supplies frocn us at a better advantage than from any other store in Paowners of industries of the first cateducah.
Hundreds of customers believe this and tell thei rfriends about
gory and persons paying taxes or rent 'Misses Ruth Rhea, Ethel and Lehi it.
Why
not try us once? Bring us your old school books. We buy
to
Cremeens have gone to Shawneeof the tenth category ace qualified
everyone that has any value.
participate in the electoral assemblies. town to visit.
111111111111111111111111111.111111101K
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Paducah, Kentucky.

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

C.C.LEE

-Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave. •

Full Supply of The New School
Books at Harbour's Book Department
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Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely Low rates are ennounced via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the folloveng
special occasions:
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National
congrese, Sept. 12-22, 19O.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be solid to
these points from all stations on the
Southern raiesvay. Detailed infortniation can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting Vines
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexington, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash._
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGER'FORD, D. P. A.,
Louis • e, Ky.
G. B. ALL N. A. G. P. A., St
Louie. M.

Crittenden Springs

: 7ac a
and
2, 12%,

ir.

The Louisville
Evening Post,

"HOLY ROLLERS"

THE P.1. M. A.

(Specially Reported.)
The first duty of every member of
An Independent Newspaper at the
the Paducah Traveling Men's club is
Rate of Only
to vote early Monday morning, Aug.
DEATHS IN CALLOWAY.
25e PER MONTH BY MAIL.
ztst, for Brother Ernest Lackey for
A department for everybody.
Aged and Respected Residents Pass councilman of the Fourth ward. Let
FAIREST EDITORIALS,
IF THEY ACCOMPLISH
us by all means Have a representative
From Life Into Eternity.
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,
THEIR SELF-CHOSEN WORK:
ef
the traveling men in the city counHeadquarters for Spaulding baselliall
BEST MISCELLANY,
cil. The second duty is to get all
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
(Murray Ledger,, 17th.)
BEST SHORT STORIES,
etc, etc.
Ben Watkins, of the Hardin vicini- your friends to vote likewise. Don't
BEST BOOK REVIEWS,
let anyone forget this.
Something About a Religious Sect ty, died last week
BEST CHILDREWS PAPER,
from the effects of
an operation amputating his arm
Which Has Out-Dowied Dowie
Gov. Bob Taylor, known by every
BEST HOME NEWS,
BEST CONDENSED NEWS,
which was, ulcerated. He was well citizen of the Sunny South, will delivApparently.
•
BEST MARKET REVIEWS,
known through north Calloway and er a lecture Monday night at The
4
DRUG STORES.
BEST OF EVERYTHING.
Kentucky under the auspices of the
was an estimable gentleman.
iMrs. Amanda Onry died at the Paducah Traveling Men'.s Association
PRICE BY MAIL:
& Jackson St*. phone as,
THE THREE LEADERS OF
home of her daughter, Mrs. Effie and everyone who can come should be
ONE YEAR
& Clay Sts., phone 31.
WONDERFUL CRUSADERS. Gatlin, on Pool street,
his lecture on "Castles
SIX MONTHS
of consump- n be A
.82.00
tion. She had been sick for several in the
THREE MONTHS
$1.21
I. X. Hendrick,
months. She was born in Stewart
J. G. Mew
ONE MONTS
This is the first time Gov. Taylor
Six
Benton Harbor, Aug: 19.—"Angel" county, Term., Aug. 18th, 184o. Her has lectured in this city at popular
Sample copy if you wish.
Benjamin, chief of the Holy Rollers, maiden name was Acree, being
Address Circulation Dept.,
a prices, 25, 50 and 75c. It's a treat to
is preparing to drive the devil out of member of that well-known family hear him and you will be delighted
THE EVENING POST,
New York City. From Benton Har- who reside in Tennessee and Suith- with the entertainment.
Louisville, Ky.
LAWYERS
bor, now famed as the new City of east Calloway,. She was- married
You have to get an airship to get
De"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART.*
David, Benjamin is gathering those cember ifith, 1859, to the late Judge into some
Rooms r, a and 3 Register Baldpoints in the South unless
apestles about him with whom he will G. G. Onry, who was one of the best you have
your health certificate. They
ss on invade the metropolis.
Jag, 323 1-2 Broaaway.
known and most popular men in this stop you in Memphis and ask you,
The Holy Rollers are one of the county. He served his people three "good morning, have
you a fresh
Practice in all the courts of the
fat-growing religious sects, and what terms as county judge and was coun- health
...HOTEL...
certificate?" and if you haven't
create an estate in an bour that would their campaign
will result in is a mat- ty attorney at the time of his death. beware. Boys
be on your guard.
NEAR MARION, KY.
State.
Both phones 31.
require a long life to earn otherwise, ter of conjecture. It is estimated by Mrs. Oury is survived by four chilWill Lillard, of the Southern hotel,
100 Room Motel—High and Dry and
some persons that "Benjamin the dren, all of whom reside in Murray.
Jackson, Tenn., wears a carnival bonsby protecting his life in the North- Holy" and his wife, "Beautiful Mary," The daughters
Well VentilatecL
are Mrs. Effie Gatlin, ter button and is doing his part to adlove
$to,000,000
at their command. Miss Eunice Oury and Mrs. H .P.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND western Mutual
vertise the carnival. A carnival add
Life, the best com- Whether or no the estimate,
is well Wear; the son is Rudy Oury.
YOUR VACATION.
on every page of the hotel
founded,
remains
fact
the
that Benton
Mlr. W. MI. Nix, whose sickness we register.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC- pany in America
Harbor,
recently
very
which
until
was
mentioned last week, died at his
COMMODATIONS, AND
THE
Don't forget Gov. Bob Taylor's lect
crily a small village, is developing un- home in Kirksey
last Friday. He was ures Monday
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress BEST OF LIFE GIVING WAnight at The Kentucky.
der
"Angel"
the
into
one
the
of
most
about 66 years old. at the time of his
TERS.
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
Popular prices; 25c, soc and 75c.
important places in Michigan. Benja- death. Besides
store,
a
pack
large
and ship furniture on
circle of othWe
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
General Manager.
Secretary H. C. Hoover is at Jackmin has built a great electric lighting er relatives he leaves
a wife and four• son this week attending
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
short notice.
to busine-s
plant, and his $5oo,000 temple, an ex- children, two girls
and two boys; the and incidentally
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
selling
act
buttons
counterpart
and
of
structure
the
in
the
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
girls are Mrs. Tee aoberts, of Cold- advertising
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSEthe carnival.
Mormons in Salt Lake City, is almost water, and
Miss
Dixie
the
Nix;
boys
szs to ars, South Third It MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
Carnival buttons were mailed to all
ccmpleted.
are Riley and Gus Nix, of Kirksey,
AND THE YOUNG.
members. Please sell them as soon
Many other things Benjamin has the latter being
the popular west side as possible and
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
mail proceeds to S. N.
done with the wealth at hie command, deputy sheriff.
Myers Nix, as every- Hecht, treasurer,
RAILROADS.
Paducah, Ky.
but the latest is the building of scores body
SEND
YOUR
ROUGH
called
him,
enlisted
DRY
in
Conthe
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
B. M. Pletley, of this city. was
of residences intended for the culverts
federate army in t861 in Company down the
I. C. last week.
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH whom he says he will bring back with
H, Third Kentucky, serving seeder
ATTORNEY''.41TLAW:
Lee Rafalslcy worked West Tenneshim from New York. For more than
Capt. T. A. Miller, and made a brave
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY, a year Benjamin and Mary
have been and efficient soldier, of which fact see for a few days.
atig
North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Louis Cornillaud is with
again
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT- planning the Eastern crusade, and his old comrades bear testimony.
this week.
Sioo,000
has
been
spent
in
gathering
Commercial and Cc-operative
After the war he engaged in the merHughes MicKnight, of the Smith &
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE- together a musical organization with
chandise business at Newburg and Scott aggregation,
makes his headwhich
to
carry
it
For
on.
months
talBusiness a Specialty.
Pottertovsn, subsequently moving to quarters
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
in Jackson, Tenn.
ent has been arriving from Germany.
Kirksey, where he has been engaged
The "onliest" Lee Livingston. ac
Italy, France and other European in
business for 25 years. He was usual, was working
the trade in West
countries, and now he has too men
If you want rour clothes cleaned,
successful in business and leave a Tennessee during the
past few days.
and women singers and players to good
estate for his family.
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
I.ee has that down fine.
whom he is weekly paying out large
City Attorney.
C. R. Renfro say, there is no way
sums. A school of music under the
Rose, gag South Third street. I have
THOUGHTS FOR THE DAY..
possible for an epidemic of any kind
directorship of a noted musician has
the nicest line of samples for teats
getting into West Kentucky or Tenbeen established in the "City of,Da•
Attorney-at-Law.
"Slowly through the ages men have nessee. He had to buy a trunk to put
in the city. Suits made to order.
"The Old Reliable Barber," the vid," and for weeks the musicians have
•I Room 13 and 14 Columbia Brds.
been practicing together. Besides been learning until now the gladly ac- his health certificates in and states it
"King of Remove," has moved from
these musicians from every land, cept truth, that in material things is nearly full now. We caught him
Old Phone too.
E. 11. PURVEAR, son Broadleaf to tog South FcmrtLa among whose Benjamin says, will be as weei as in the laws of mind their by wire at Mayfield and he informed
street (red irons) and wishes to wel rembered men and women ce fame, a Lest good lies in the most minute and us if paper and ink lasted he would
be home for the P. T. M. C.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW, come all his old friends and custom- juvenile hand of fifty boys and girls careful obedience to God's laws."— surely
reseting if his money held out. as
Rev. Dr. F. W. Luce.
is organized.
ers.
Rooms 5 and 6 Register
Presidenthealth certificates cost
i
Sanchez s in town
"In all modern sports there must be
again.
t
323 1-2 Brodway, Paducint Ky.
Crusade Leaders.
intellectual
he
"old
powers
well
:he
as
man"
has
as
already
sold
a
DR.
W.
C.
EUBANKS,
and
xi
Is. Cobol&
24.•;11. so,
The three most interesting people muscular might;
New Phone 490,
there must be the so- bunch of buttons. Beat him, boys.
of the band are Benjamin, his wife cial instinct, the power of werking Don't let him get
(Homeopathist)
ahead of yen
Specialties:
Mary and Mary's private secretary. with another,
as well as colossal inJ. C. Rieke was out selling calicos
Kent:seal
loallassk - - • Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 120,
Abstracting of Titles,
Benjamin himself is a fine-looking eividualiem.
this week.
"—Rev. Dr. Sewell.
Insurance, Corporation and
man, and Mary would be called
Cecil Reed
f. C. Ploacsoy
J. M. Clemente has been at home
Residence,
Broadway.
819
Real Estate Law.
beautiful. She is slender, possesses a
"The young man who is playing all bweek nursing a badly sprained
pair of dark, lustrous eys and nut- with the world of chance is blinding lim
Phone i.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
brown hair that she wears loose and his eyes to
S. G. Bryant is spending his vacathe fact that manhood
hich falls in natural wavesiand ring- alone is the true riches—the imperish- tion at home.
—LAWYER—
lets almost to her waist.
able wealth. Fine moral distinctions
W. Elliott Smith, the popelar hat
This trio will lead the work of the are lost in the pursuit
of wealth. The man, was here this week.
EYE,
EAR,
NOSE
AND
THROAT
Holy
Apostles.
Benjamin announces line between truth
ROOMS 2'6 and sz& Fraternity lag.
Smith Utterhack has resigne his
and treachery, beThe real estate agents, has It7snee that be will hire special trains which
tween infidelity and faith, in the em- position with Armour & Co.
Office
and
Residence
Rooms
3
and
will
transport
free of charge hundreds pire of business, becomes more
worth of city property for sale and
Will practitt In •11 courts of Ky.
W. G. Buchanan (Meat Buck) is
and
of thousands of peopte into New York noire indistinct."
thirty-five farms; also three safes.
•
tc
Sunday. We noticed him out la
George
W.
--Rev.
4. Columbia building.
City from the surrounding country.
aad
Houses for rent.
King.
evening giving the ladies a treat. So
At present there is a little war on
Telephone. old, z43035..
nice of you, Mr. Buck.
•t
among Benjimin's chief apostles, and
Phone 1041 Red.
"If there would be less vacation and
J. V. Hardy, of the Hardy Buggy
for that reason the "Angel" cannot more wiuk, there
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
would be less world company, is in the city. We are pleasstate definitely when the New York 1;nese
in the church. As a general ed to have John again make Paducah
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
campaign will begin. Some of these thing, summer
resorts are not calcu- his home.
Paducah Undertaking
apostle4 urge Benejamin to begin with lated to create
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW, •
Both Phones 35
any religious enthusiGuy Dunning is home from a trip in
Chicago first, a, being truly the city asm, and takes
PADUCAH. KY.
it
two or three months Southern Illinois.
Company
.
Office Hourst 8 to zo a. m., I to 3
of
devil.
the
Others
hold that Phila- cf the fall to get both pastor and penGeneral Practice.
Isadore Klein, the harness man,
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
dclphia needs moral cleansing rhore ile 'lined up' again."—Rev.
S. P. POOL, Manager
208-2 To Fraternity Balding.
S. I. Lind- spent the week at -hme. He leaves
GUY NANCE, Asst
Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky. the nany other place on earth, and it say.
temorrow on his regular trip.
103 South Third Street
is not at all improbable that PhiladelDr. Hays, of the Schoffner, Hays
phia
will
be
included in the New York
Residence over store.
"Nothing but the word of God can Drug company, worked West Teemstrip. Still others of the apostles hold light the scenes of the
Both Phones Ito —Prices Reasonable
present or the eee the past week.
that Michigan should be thoroughly future for
Architect and Superintendent.
us. No one but Jesus Christ
R. E. Terry, representing Hecht &
ce•riquerod, as the Illormona conquered can give everlasting
was here this week visiting his
consolation
Co.,
and
DENTIST.
40z Fraternity Building.
Utah, before outside operations are good hope through grace."—Rev.
Wm. heitse.
begun. But Benjamin argots that De- Hoge Marquees.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 31.
We have net seen or heard of our
troit and -other Michigan cities may
Co., 3,6 Broadway.
fsiend Willie Ilelvey this. week. We
be invaded by lesser guns while be atKeetucky. Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera
/ Paducah,
Should Study the Matter.
suppose he is still at Dawson.
tacks the East.
(Mayfield Messenger.)
Don't forget to vote for F_rnest
Congratulatio
ns.
Make
It
leo North Fifth. Both Phones ass.
Before the voters make tip their Lackey for councilman of the Fourth
—When in Want of—
Big Zoo to Be Named the Ark.
minds to vote for the amendment of ward tomorrow.
(Clinton Twice-a-Week.)
Residence it's Clay, Old Ph000
RUBBER
TIRES
REPAIRING
Meanwhile the gigantic building the state Constitution, in order to
Gov. Taylor, who lectures tomor▪ q
In the light of history we scarcely operations in the "City of David" are change our present system of voting, row at The Kentucky for the benefit
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
know whether to ieffer our sympathy still going on. To the one-time vil- they should give the matter some of the Paducah Traveling Men's AsHorse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith.
congratulations to the Paducah lege of Benton Harbor are to be study. Thiseia an important question, sociation, is the most eloquent man on
or
mg Call on
Register. Attorney J. Mark Worten brought living creatures from every one that should not be cast over light- the American platform today, and his
J. V. GRIEF, MGR
has filed another libel suit against the ;art of the world, from the great ly, hut every voter should understend Lecture, "Castles in the Air," is conTRUEHEART
BUILDING.
erg Kentucky Avenue—Tel, 956-red.
paper. The action is brought in the snakes of Borneo to the lions of Abys- its importance before he votes. He ceded by everybody to be his best, and
Both phones 88 at the (Ace, both name of Elden Stone by his next sinia, and for the accommodation of should remember that the
secret ballot ;ie should be welcomed by a big auphones 240 at residence. Office hours friend, his father, Sam Stone, who these Benjamin is constructing a huge is the great ballot of the common peo- d;cnce. Hear him and help the P. T.
to a. m.; i to 3 p. m.: 7 to g p. m. charges a damaging publication in the building which he cat's the Ark.
ple, and that without it the average M. C. Admission only 25c, soc and
4egister during August last year, Not long ago too converts joined voter is !wilied upon as a purchasable 75e•
while Stone was locked up in the city Benjamin from Australia, and with commodity by the rich corporations
Tom Hall, who has been representLAWYERS.
jail at Paducah on the charge of petit them they brought esoo,000. Arrange- ef the country. A man's vote is one ing the wholesale dry goods firm of C.
larceny. This suit, like a former suit ments had been made for the housing thing above all things he should be IL Rieke for several years, has reRoth P'
figs.—Rooms 203 and s04
brought by Wortens was filed in Liv- of these people, but efforts tenfold as allowed to cast just as he pleases, and signed his position and on September
1' IS T—
ingston county instead of McCracken, great are now being made in order to be protected. in it against the rich and t will go on the load for Ely-Walker
Fraternity Building.
the home of the defendant. Attorney accommodate the New Yorkers who rough elements of the country ac-. .Dry Goods company of St. Louis. We
Trusheart 11“Ildag.
." t--Worten formerly lived in Livingston will be asked to call the "City of Da- cording to his rights under the con- exceedingly regret that Tom will no
Office phone asi, Residence phone 474
county and he probably thinks he can -Col" their home.
stitution. A secret ballot was °rig-. longer represent a Paducah firm. btit
Henry Manunen, jr., the relish!' pick a jury in that county that will
The Holy Rollers are a strictly mor- ir ally demanded by the poor laboring we wish him much success with his
'book manufacturer, Blank Books, come nearer giving his
client the kited al people. They believe in educating people of the country and it is a result new house. Tom promises to conJob and Edition binding. The only of justice he is seeking, though
The erery child, whether girl or boy, as of their effort. Gentlemen, look into
as a good member of the P. T.
exclusive book binder in Paducah. Register won the last $10,000
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
damage titty believe that education only will this proposition before you vote.
M.
C.
and will make Paducah his
Library work a specialty.
stilt Worten. had against it in Livings- conquer the world. They believe that
headquarters and be in this city as
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
ton.
every child vitonld possess an accompCitizens of Parise Tex., avert the much as ever.
Shampooning, Bleaching. Dyeing,
lishment, and .very chThd of TO years lynching of a ncgro by an appeal to
Hon. W. A. Berry will introduce
Dandruff cured by electrical treatNo Heat Now
or river in the "City of David" must the mob which had already placed Gov. Bob Taylor to his audience at
ments. Body massage, Electrical
study music or cornething else that the rope around the negro's neck.
The Kentucky Menday evening. There
Hairdfessing Parlors, 43I Jefferson To cause the fresh paint to blister.
will verve to refine it.
is no more graceful nor entertaining
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER street.
Painting done now will stay painted
In five years Benjamin Faye, the
Dr. Leach, the arsenic expert, suc- speaker in the city than Mr. Berry.
3 we do the work.
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
eCity of David will number a million ceeds in securing official support from and that he will properly introduce
At the head of tbe classy Elk?
Warren & Son, 114 North Sixth. retiree. Fasery family in it will own a Gov. Blanchard to pursue his experi- cur distinguished lecturer all are fully
Phone toe.
Dream roc OVA% .
Phone 34I-A.
home without a dollar owing upon it. ments.
assured.

. BACON'S

with
>les, at
>air.
s, with
y $1.00
t these
price.

Very Low Rates

But they will own nothing else. The
properties will be worked, as they now
are, in common, and .all, he asberts,
will live in peace, comfort and happiness, each working indefatigably for
the conversion of the rest of the
eorld.

Will Drive the Devil Out of
New York City.
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1 he -has been holding a protracted
!meeting. The meeting was a success
from the start and there were many
TEN PER CFI/4T OF THE MOadditions. Dr. Pinkerton will fill his
SQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
pulpit at the First Christian church
0
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
Mir. William Brown, of Hardmioney, Sunday morning and evening.
Stages Yesterday.
THAT CARRY THE MALARIA is in the city.
-Mr. C. E. Renfro wild !Ave today
Cairo, ty.o; rising.
GERM. YOU SHOULD EXER?la-. R. Reed ad son went to on a southern trip.
THE DRINK YOD WANT IS THE. DRINK THAT
Chattanooga, 6.4; falling.
CISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE Frankfort yesterday.
Mr. C. F. Buchanan came itt• yesCincinnati, 15.8; rising.
QUENCHES
THIRST4 COOLS THE BODY, TONES
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
Evansville, 10.3; rising.
Mrs. Harry Fisher went to Da▪ wson terday to "check" up his affairs. •
UP
THE
StSTEM
AND MAKES YOU FRESH AND
YOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER
C. C. Duke is in to attend church
Florence, 5.5; standing.
yesterday to join her husband,'
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING
FRISKY
AS
A
KITTEN.
Johnsonville, 8.4; rising.
Rev. M. E. Chappell, of Princeton, today.
• BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS
Mlaster Henry Uttrath will leave
Louisville, 6.o. rising.
is
in
the
city.
INSECT.
this week for Milwaukee, Wis., to enMt. Carmel, 5.3; falling.
Mr. R. F. Bates, of Dayton, O., is ter college. He will
be accompanied
Nashville,
9.9; falling.
in the city,
by his father, Mr. Gustav Unrath, 'Pittsburg, 4.2; falling.
Mr. W. C. Orchard, of Cincinnati, and, sistes, Miss Emilie.
Davis Island Dam, 6.4; fallinu.
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP is in the city.
Miss Emilie Unratit will leave this
St. Louis, 12.5; standing..
Mr. L. B. Threlkeld leaves today week for the north
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT UP IN
Mt. Vernon, 9.6; rising.
to spend her vafor a visit to Smthland
TWO SIZES, roc AND zsc.
cation.
Paducah, 10.4; rising.
Mr. J. B. Gilbert has returned 'from
Master Henry Presnell has gone to
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
a business trip to Chicago.
Echo Springs for a vacation. His
The Sycamore has gape to MissisIS THE PUREST, MOST DELICIOUS BEER ON TAP
Mr. J. E. Berg leaves today for mother, frs. J. C.
Presnell, will join sippi after lumber.
ANYWHERE. IT'S MADE FROM CAREFULLY SENashville on business.
him after a visit to Grand Rivers,
The Dick Fowler arrived last night
Misses Lettie and Luella Smith
LECTED
MALT AND NOM-BY THE, MOST PERMr. James B. Johnson has gone-to rn time from Cairo.
have returned from New York, Wash- his home
FECT
MODERN BREWING SYSTEM.
The Henry Harley has been let off
at Sharpe, Marshall county,
ington and other points East.
the ways and is laying up here.
to recuperate from his illness.
EVERY DROPIS A DROP OF KEEN DELIGHT.
Detective Will Baker is in Dawson
Dr. and Mrs: T. E. Moss and little
The Satinet is due tonight from St.
Prescriptions called for and deliv- for a week.
daughter, Margaret, of Woodville,:Louis for the Tennes.see river.
ered to any part of the city.
Mr. Gus 'Covington, of Mayfield, will leave Sunday
for Portland to at- I The Enos Taylor will be completed.
Phones No. r80.
was in the city yesterday.
tend the exposition. From there they Thursday and will leave for ShawneeMiss -Helen McBroom leaves today will go to San
COT. 4th and Broadway.
Francisco and will sail town.
for a visit to Clinton.
on the steamer "Shavrmut" for the
The Maud Kilgore has arrived from
PADUCAH,
KENTUCKY.
Mrs. Daisy Winfrey, of Mayfield, is Philippines, where
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Dr. Moss has been Memphis and goes on the docks for
IF in the city.
appointed surgeon of the constabu- repairs.
Mk. W. H. Faulkner, of Bandana, is lary.
Jack Sanders, a carpenter, was
in the city.
Mr. Charles James, as his friends struck over the.,-tye with a steel bar
Mr. Sank Rappelle, of Smithband, is
Mill be pleased to learn, is convalesc- Friday at the docks.
in the city.
The
Reuben
ing. He is in the hospital at EvansDunbar
is dueMrs. Helen Dunn is visiting in ville, where be
was taken for an oper- today at 9 o'clock. She will be put on
The Kentucky Realty Co., to8 Fre- Smithland.
ation for appendicitis, but which was the ways for repairs. It cannot be told
-Prof. R. A. Wood, of Florence Sta- deferred when
tkrnity Building. Old phone 85i.
it was discovered that how long it will take to get the boat
tion, is in the city.
he was going into typhoid fever. His ihr.ck in shape until the- boat ia examWANTED-First-class cook for
Mr. J. R. Martin is in Louisville on-4 physician thinks
he will be able bo ined and the nature of the damage as• smald faz1y. Inquire at 408 Wash- business.
leave the hospital in two weeks move.. certained.
ington street.
Mks. Clint Wilcox has returned
ti
The J. B. Williams which sunk over
Prof. Harry Gilbert returned last
from Mayfield.
night from a two weeks' visit to rela- a week ago was raised yesterday in a
WANiED-White girl to do genMr. W. C. Kemp, of Memphis, tives in Dallas, Tex. His
quarantine much surprisingly shorter time than
eral housework. Call at 319 Clark Tenn., is here on business.
experiences while enroute home were was ever imagined. After the work of
street or' telephone 1583.
Miss Dean, of Union City, has re- really amusing
though astonishing. bulk heading her was completed
turned home, after a visit to Mrs. He was five hours in
Memphis, but there were four boats put to work
FOR s RENT-Furnisted rooms Harry HoVingshead.
though with a health certificate was pumping the water out. They were
within three blOcks of Fourth and
'Dr. M.
Cooley went to Daw- not allowed to leave the depot and to the Alice Brown, Pacific, Wash Honson yesterday.
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
move two squares had to travel in a shell and Fulton. The Williams was
Misses Ennna Mix and Mary Gea- bus and was under guard. He says
all raised at 1 o'clock yesterday afterWANTED-To rent a 4-room gen retuned yesterday from Evans- the way
up from Dallas until he reach'ralon and wili be placed on barges and
house or flat for, small family. Old ville, Ind.
c
eers
dKenitucky armed quarantine offi- floated down the river, arriving here
'phone 63o. MRS. J. K. LEMON.
M. Torn Holland ,has recovered
today.
fairly lined the railway.
from a several days illness.
WANTED-Any person to distribMr. Frank Ryan, of Memp.his, is
CARD FROM JUDGE
Baseball Today.
ute our samples; $18.00 weekly, steady visiting his uncle. W. A. Wickliffe,
D. L. SANDERS.
"EMPIRE" 4 Wells street, Chicago.
Attorney E. W. Beaty went to
The
A. L.s and the Shamrocks
"4-'1
Murray yesterday on business.
(To the Voters of Paducah, Ky.) ..
cross bats for the second time this
FOR RENT-Three downstairs
Mr. R. B. Phillips, Mrs. George Season at the 1. C. shop
I regret very much on account of
this
ground*
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant Baker and Mr. Jitney Rudy, leave tomorning. The Shamrocks lose the my illness I have been unabk to call
and istern water. Apply 513 North night for the East.
first game, but claim they wild win cpen you in person and request your
Sixth.
Attorney John K. Hendrick has re- the second with their new
iine-up. votes at die primary on August 21St.
turned Jrorn Ballard county.
Theobold and Black for the L. A. Lis, 1905. I" promise you sentild 1 receive
LOST-One water spaniel dog. Mrs. Harry Johnson is visiting in
and Warren and Bryant for the Sham- the nomination in the primary and be
eleven months old; comes to call of Rutherford, Tenn.
re-elected to the office of police judge
rocks, will be the batteries.
"Buck;" black in color. Return to " Miss Ola Woods, of Bloomington,
of Paducah at the general election in
I ndeganden t Corn pany's Exchangg Connection
The
lA.
Ls.
play
at
Benton,
Ky.,
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth Ill., is here on a visit.
November; r will do all in my power
next Thursakiy.
street, for reward.
Discontinued.
to fill the position without fear or faMr. H. T. Ogden, cashier of the
Hazel bank', is in the city.
The fast team from PrinceRsn, Ky., vor, and art in all cases that come beWANTED-Men to learn barber
fore rrye conscientiously and with an
Me. W. J. Gilbert will accompany
• trade. Few weeks completes. Po- his wife to Hardin today, where she will be here today and play either the eye single to tempering justice with
L.
A.
Ls.
or
rooss.
sitions guaranteed. Top wages paid will visit relatives for several days.
The tooss and. Brook Ifilts• will mercy.
graduates. Can earn expenses beWith best wishes for you all, I reMrs. Water H. 'Bowman has re- play this morning at the Illinois CenJore finishing. Write today. MO- turned to Owensboro, after visiting
main,
Your obedient servant,
tral railroad shop grounds at Fourti LER BARBER
COLLEGE, St. relatives in the city.
D. L. SANDERS.
teenth and Kentucky avenue
s • Louis, Mn.
August reek repos.
Mr. Tom Hammond has returned game will be called at co o'clock.
from a ten-days' visit to Cairo and batteries: For z gloss, Arnold and
FOR YOUR DINNER_
FOR SALE-A two-story frame Kuttawa.
Will Nest Thursday.
Hart; for Brook Hills, Jones and Gil- 1
356
EVERY DAY EXCEPT. SUNDAY.
'dwelling, seven rooms, lange recepAss Bessie Daniels, of Sturgis, ar- bent.
11:30
UNTIL
2 P. M.
The Paducah W. C. T. U. will meet
tion hall, hot and cold water, good rived yesterday afternoon tp visit the
next
DINNER
out buildings, nice yard with shade family of Capt. J. E. Williimson.
3:30
SUNDAY,
Thursday
at
afternoon
WINE II*CLUDED 50e, ia:ais to I.
The Centrals will go to Metropolis.
trees. Wit sell on terms to suit purMEM
Van Higgins, of Mississippi, was Ill., and play the strong team of that o'clock in the lecture room of the
First Baptist church. Mts. Dorothy
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at 'here yestertlay en route to Murray,
city this afternoon. The batteries 924 North/ Seventh street. New to visit his isarents.
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